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From: Marsha Schauer
To: Contact OGE
Subject: Proposed Rule: Legal Expense Fund Regulation (RIN 3209-AA50)
Date: Thursday, June 16, 2022 4:01:43 PM


I oppose OGE's proposed legal expense fund regulation as drafted.  OGE should:
1.  remove the exception that makes compliance with the regulation optional;
2.  replace the proposed recusal requirement with a broader 5-year recusal
requirement that prevents donors of cash gifts from influencing decisions, policies, or
regulations affecting them or the industries in which they have substantial interests;
3.  remove the offensive example involving an accused sexual harasser; and
4.  place nonprofit charities (501c3) organizations) on an equal footing with large law
firms by allowing them to hire legal counsel for whistleblowers.


thanks,


Marsha Schauer



mailto:maschauer1@gmail.com

mailto:contactoge@oge.gov






From: Martha Tyrone
To: Contact OGE
Subject: Proposed Rule: Legal Expense Fund Regulation (RIN 3209-AA50)
Date: Thursday, June 16, 2022 4:56:39 PM


To whom it may concern:


I oppose OGE’s proposed legal expense fund regulation as drafted. OGE should:
- remove the exception that makes compliance with the regulation optional;
- replace the proposed recusal requirement with a broader 5-year recusal requirement that prevents donors of cash
gifts from influencing decisions, policies, or regulations affecting them or the industries in which they have
substantial interests;
- remove the offensive example involving an accused sexual harasser; and
- place nonprofit charities (501(c)(3) organizations) on an equal footing with large law firms by allowing them to
hire legal counsel for whistleblowers.


Thank you,
Martha Tyrone



mailto:mtyrone@gmail.com

mailto:contactoge@oge.gov






From: Donald Cook
To: Contact OGE
Subject: Proposed Rule: Legal Expense Fund Regulation (RIN 3209-AA50)
Date: Thursday, June 16, 2022 4:48:29 PM
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From: Brett Merryman
To: Contact OGE
Subject: Proposed Rule: Legal Expense Fund Regulation (RIN 3209-AA50)
Date: Thursday, June 16, 2022 4:00:47 PM


 I oppose OGE’s proposed legal expense fund regulation as drafted. OGE should:
- remove the exception that makes compliance with the regulation optional


Sent from my iPhone



mailto:brettmerryman@yahoo.com

mailto:contactoge@oge.gov






From: Mark Noel
To: Contact OGE
Subject: Proposed Rule: Legal Expense Fund Regulation (RIN 3209-AA50)
Date: Thursday, June 16, 2022 4:37:09 PM


I oppose OGE’s proposed legal expense fund regulation as drafted. OGE should:


- remove the exception that makes compliance with the regulation optional (as if optional compliance would have
had even the SLIGHTEST effect on the previous administration, where we MOST needed strong, enforceable ethics
rules);


- replace the proposed recusal requirement with a broader 5-year recusal requirement that prevents donors of cash
gifts from influencing decisions, policies, or regulations affecting them or the industries in which they have
substantial interests;


- remove the offensive example involving an accused sexual harasser (I mean, seriously?!?); and


- place nonprofit charities, including 501(c)(3) organizations, on an equal footing with large law firms by allowing
them to hire legal counsel for whistleblowers.


Mark Noel
c: 603.387.7731



mailto:mark.m.noel@gmail.com

mailto:contactoge@oge.gov






From: Craig Holman
To: USOGE
Subject: Public Citizen comment of "Proposed Rule: Legal Expense Fund"
Date: Thursday, June 16, 2022 4:03:11 PM
Attachments: LEF comment (3).docx


Please accept the attached comment from Craig Holman on behalf of Public Citizen regarding
“Proposed Rule: Legal Expense Fund Regulation” (RIN 3209-AA50).
 
Craig Holman, Ph.D.
Government affairs lobbyist
Public Citizen
(202) 905-7413
 
 
 



mailto:cholman@citizen.org
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June 21, 2022


Submitted Electronically





Office of Government Ethics


1201 New York Avenue, NW


Suite 500


Washington, D.C.  20005-3917





	RE:  Public Citizen Comment on Proposed Rule: “Legal Expense Fund Regulation”





Public Citizen strongly supports the proposed rule – “Legal Expense Fund Regulation” (RIN 3209-AA50) – by the Office of Government Ethics (OGE) as currently written. 





The proposed regulation clearly and precisely would govern the establishment and operations of legal expense funds for the executive branch. The proposal borrows from the long-tested experiences of congressional rules governing legal expense funds for members of the House and Senate. As written, the proposed rule reasonably addresses all three key components to avoid significant conflicts of interest in creating and managing such funds: (i) contribution limits; (ii) donor source prohibitions; and (iii) disclosure requirements.





The proposed rule not only squarely addresses potential conflicts of interest when executive branch officials seek private funds to pay for legal expenses related to their official or campaign-related duties, it also offers reasonable exceptions to established gift rules which could otherwise impede the functioning of legal expense funds and exceptions to disclosure requirements in order to protect anonymous whistleblowers. The proposed rule is well thought-out and well written, and would achieve the general framework sought by Public Citizen when petitioning for such rulemaking by OGE on September 15, 2017.


A. BACKGROUND


While Congress has long regulated legal expense funds for its members, there is no standing statutory or regulatory guidance for legal expense funds for executive branch officials. The lack of such guidance was generally viewed as not much of a problem since, unlike Congress, legal expense funds for executive branch officials were few and far between. The only somewhat recent executive branch legal expense funds of note were set up by then-President Bill Clinton in the 1990s to pay for legal expenses involving the Paula Jones sexual harassment lawsuit and the Whitewater scandal.





With so few legal expense funds for executive branch officials, OGE attempted to address ethics issues related to such funds on an ad hoc basis. But this limited guidance was often contradictory and less stringent than the guidelines for Congress. 





In 1993, OGE issued an opinion regarding the establishment and financing of legal expense funds by executive branch personnel, which was not viewed either as a regulation nor concrete guidelines. Instead, the 1993 opinion was viewed more as suggestions for executive branch personnel to avoid violating other ethics rules, such as the gift rule. In this informal letter, OGE cited the Supreme Court’s decision in Crandon v. US (1990), which found that 18 U.S.C. §209’s ban on federal employees receiving outside salaries was limited to payment for their work.  OGE’s letter suggested that contributions to legal expense funds could be perceived as gifts unrelated to employees’ normal work, and were therefore permissible, but trustors should make an effort to avoid serious conflicts of interest.[footnoteRef:1] [1:  Office of Government Ethics. “93 x 21: Letter to an Alternate Designate Agency Ethics Official” (August 30, 1993), available at: https://www.oge.gov/web/OGE.nsf/All%20Documents/0C4D87012885C50385257E96005FBC7B/$FILE/579f6ba49f8a41f39222f42604c851de2.pdf?open.] 






OGE recognized that its 1993 guidance was inadequate, and later advised legal expense funds to avoid accepting donations from registered lobbyists. In 2016, then-Director Walter Shaub pegged the 1993 policy for review, especially the provision suggesting that anonymous donations may be acceptable. But the review was never undertaken, until now.





The rapidly growing number of legal scandals within the executive branch, and the greater need for legal expense funds to help executive branch officials cope with exorbitant legal costs, has prompted this rulemaking.


B. THE PROBLEM OF CONFLICTS OF INTEREST


The over-arching problem of unregulated legal expense funds for government officials is conflicts of interest, which has the potential of unduly influencing government officials. 





Legal expenses can be exorbitantly costly, frequently well beyond the means of an official to cover from personal funds. Legal expense funds enable the official to collect funds and resources from others to help foot the bill. Without appropriate limits on the size of donations, as well as restrictions on whom can offer these funds, a window of opportunity is provided to wealthy special interests with business pending before the government to curry favor with the official with large donations. Without adequate transparency of where all this money is coming from, the public is left in the dark. For that simple reason, it is imperative that clear rules be promulgated for legal expense funds for governmental officials that, at a minimum, establish:


· Limits on the size of contributions;


· Prohibitions on who may contribute; and


· Disclosure requirements.


OGE’s proposed rule for executive branch legal expense funds does precisely that.





Under the proposed rule, executive branch officials may set up a legal expense fund to help pay for “covered legal matters,” which are limited to legal matters arising from (i) past or current governmental duties; (ii) prior position in a campaign; or (iii) prior position on a presidential transition team. Legal expense funds may not be set up to help pay for personal legal matters unassociated with official or campaign-related duties.





A legal expense fund must receive prior approval from the appropriate Designated Agency Ethics Official (DAEO) or the Office of Government Ethics before accepting donations and making payments. An official may establish only one legal expense fund at a time, and it must be set up as a trust, managed by a trustee with no personal or business relationship with the official.





Donations may only be made by individuals who are not registered lobbyists, foreign agents, or who have business pending before the official or the official’s agency. Donations are capped at no more than $10,000 per year from any one source.





All aggregate donations to, and payments from, a legal expense fund in excess of $250 must be disclosed in quarterly reports, to be promptly posted on the OGE web site for public accessibility. Officials who are “anonymous whistleblowers” are not subject to the public disclosure requirements, though they must still file confidential disclosure reports with OGE.





An official may accept discounted or pro bono legal services from nonprofit organizations and law firms, as long as the sources of the discounted or pro bono legal services have no conflicting interests that may be substantially affected by the official.





Also under the proposed rule, when a legal expense fund is terminated, any excess funds are to be transferred to 510(c)(3) nonprofit organizations that have no ties to the official or the official’s immediate family. The distribution of excess funds shall be the sole responsibility of the trustee.


C. RECOMMENDATIONS


Public Citizen originally proposed the following rules for legal expense funds established and financed by executive branch personnel:


· Establish the authority of an executive branch official or employee to create a legal expense fund as a trust distinct from the standard gift rules, to be administered by an independent trustee with no business or family associations with the beneficiary.


· Limit any executive branch official or employee to establish only one legal expense fund at any one time and permit only the trustor to be the beneficiary of the legal services provided by the fund in order to prevent potential conflicts of interest between donors and multiple beneficiaries.


· Impose a contribution limit of $5,000 per donor per year, though the official and immediate family members of the official may make unlimited contributions to the fund.


· Require that donations only come from individuals, not corporations, unions or other organizational entities.


· Prohibit donations from lobbyists, foreign agents, foreign nationals, and persons who have business pending before the official or employee or their agency (“prohibited sources”).


· Mandate full disclosure of the sources and expenditures of funds on a quarterly basis, to be filed electronically and posted on the Internet in a searchable, sortable and downloadable database.


· Require that surplus monies following termination of a legal expense fund either be distributed to a 501(c)(3) charity not established or controlled by the trustor or returned to donors on a pro rata basis.





The final rule under consideration by OGE generally follows the same framework, largely based on the experiences of congressional rules guiding the establishment and administration of legal expense funds. Public Citizen supports OGE’s proposed rule pretty much as currently written.





The Notice of Proposed Rulemaking requests additional comments on a few specific subject matters.





Should 501(c)(3) and (4)’s be allowed to donate to an official’s legal expense fund?





As we have seen in the campaign finance realm, nonprofit contributions to super PACs often serve as dark money avenues for wealthy special interest and corporations to launder money to campaigns. It is reasonable to expect similar abuses of nonprofits laundering dark money to legal expense funds. Therefor, the current proposal of allowing contributions only from individuals is preferable, albeit with the exception that is already contained in the current proposal of allowing nonprofits to provide discounted or pro bono legal services to executive branch officials.





Upon termination of a legal expense fund, should the recipient nonprofit organizations be named at the formation of the trust or left to the discretion of the trustee?





During the formation of the trust, the beneficiary official will likely have considerable influence over the plans for administration of the trust. Consequently, it is preferrable to leave the disbursement of excess funds the sole discretion of the trustee upon termination, given that the recipient nonprofits are identified in the termination disclosure reports.





In providing discounted or pro bone legal services, should a nonprofit be allowed to hire outside attorneys?





The key factor in ensuring no serious conflicts of interest by a nonprofit providing discounted or pro bono legal services – that the sources of the discounted or pro bono legal services have no conflicting interests that may be substantially affected by the official – already is adequately addressed in the proposed rule. As long as this standard is applied both to the sources and attorneys providing discounted or pro bono services, additional restrictions do not seem warranted.





One technical addition Public Citizen encourages for the final rule: the disclosure requirements for legal expense fund reports on the OGE web page should specify that the on-line records be “searchable, sortable and downloadable.” Otherwise, an on-line database can become so large and cumbersome as to hinder full disclosure, as evidenced by the unwieldly on-line database of periodic transaction reports under the STOCK Act.





Public Citizen encourages OGE to proceed with the final rule largely as currently written.








Sincerely,





Craig Holman, Ph.D.


Government affairs lobbyist


Public Citizen


215 Pennsylvania Avenue, SE


Washington, D.C. 20003
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From: Amelia Nguyen
To: Contact OGE
Subject: Proposed Rule: Legal Expense Fund Regulation (RIN 3209-AA50)
Date: Thursday, June 16, 2022 4:05:31 PM


I oppose OGE's proposed legal expense fund regulation as drafted. OGE should:


- Remove the exception that makes compliance with the regulation optional;
- Replace the proposed recusal requirement with a broader 5-year recusal requirement that prevents
donors of cash gifts from influencing decisions, policies, or regulations affecting them or the industries in
which they have substantial interests;
- Remove the offensive example involving an accused sexual harasser; and 
- Place nonprofit charities (501(c)(3) organizations) on an equal footing with large law firms by allowing
them to hire legal counsel for whistleblowers.


-- 
Amelia Nguyen
amelianguyen113@gmail.com
(240) 515-4545



mailto:amelianguyen113@gmail.com
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From: Cara Colville
To: Contact OGE
Subject: Proposed Rule: Legal Expense Fund Regulation (RIN 3209–AA50)
Date: Thursday, June 16, 2022 4:40:23 PM


I oppose OGE’s proposed legal expense fund regulation as drafted. OGE should:


remove the exception that makes compliance with the regulation optional;
replace the proposed recusal requirement with a broader 5-year recusal
requirement that prevents donors of cash gifts from influencing
decisions, policies, or regulations affecting them or the industries in
which they have substantial interests;
remove the offensive example involving an accused sexual harasser; and
place nonprofit charities (501(c)(3) organizations) on an equal footing with
large law firms by allowing them to hire legal counsel for whistleblowers.



mailto:caracolville1@gmail.com
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From: Leslie Dimmick
To: Contact OGE
Subject: Legal expense fund regulations
Date: Thursday, June 16, 2022 4:26:59 PM
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Greetings,



mailto:dimmick.leslie@gmail.com

mailto:contactoge@oge.gov






Respectfully,

Leslie R. Dimmick 
15 Road 3649
Aztec, New Mexico. 87410







From: Roland Barker
To: Contact OGE
Subject: Proposed Rule: Legal Expense Fund Regulation (RIN 3209-AA50)
Date: Thursday, June 16, 2022 4:57:25 PM


I oppose OGE’s proposed legal expense fund regulation as drafted.


OGE should: 


remove the exception that makes compliance with the regulation optional
replace the proposed recusal requirement with a broader 5-year recusal requirement that
prevents donors of cash gifts from influencing decisions, policies, or regulations
affecting them or the industries in which they have substantial interests
remove the offensive example involving an accused sexual harasser
place nonprofit charities (501(c)(3) organizations) on an equal footing with large law
firms by allowing them to hire legal counsel for whistleblowers


thank you for considering my comments


-- 
Roland Barker
alchemical9@gmail.com
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From: Kathryn Rawle
To: Contact OGE
Subject: Proposed Rule: Legal Expense Fund Regulation (RIN 3209-AA50)
Date: Thursday, June 16, 2022 4:01:56 PM


To the rulemakers at the Office of Government Ethics,


I'm writing to say that I oppose OGE’s proposed legal expense fund regulation as drafted.


OGE should:


- remove the exception that makes compliance with the regulation optional;


- replace the proposed recusal requirement with a broader 5-year recusal requirement that prevents donors of cash
gifts from influencing decisions, policies, or regulations affecting them or the industries in which they have
substantial interests;


- remove the offensive example involving an accused sexual harasser; and
- place nonprofit charities (501(c)(3) organizations) on an equal footing with large law firms by allowing them to
hire legal counsel for whistleblowers.


I'm sure you're aware that without making these changes the rule contains giant loopholes that will allow for
massive corruption. America deserves better than optional ethics for top officials. Please rewrite this rule and make
it better!


Thanks.


Kathy Rawle



mailto:kategpr@gmail.com

mailto:contactoge@oge.gov






From: Leon Miller-Out
To: Contact OGE
Subject: Proposed Rule: Legal Expense Fund Regulation (RIN 3209-AA50)
Date: Thursday, June 16, 2022 4:38:40 PM


I oppose OGE’s proposed legal expense fund regulation as drafted. OGE should:
- remove the exception that makes compliance with the regulation optional; 
- replace the proposed recusal requirement with a broader 5-year recusal requirement that
prevents donors of cash gifts from influencing decisions, policies, or regulations affecting
them or the industries in which they have substantial interests;
- remove the offensive example involving an accused sexual harasser; and 
- place nonprofit charities (501(c)(3) organizations) on an equal footing with large law firms
by allowing them to hire legal counsel for whistleblowers.


Thank you.
Leon Miller-Out



mailto:leon@millerout.com
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From: Melanie Ehrlich
To: Contact OGE
Subject: Proposed Rule: Legal Expense Fund Regulation (RIN 3209–AA50)
Date: Thursday, June 16, 2022 4:14:55 PM


It is preposterous to change your rules to make following government ethics standards optional!


I oppose OGE’s proposed legal expense fund regulation as drafted. OGE should:


remove the exception that makes compliance with the regulation optional;


replace the proposed recusal requirement with a broader 5-year recusal requirement that
prevents donors of cash gifts from influencing decisions, policies, or regulations affecting
them or the industries in which they have substantial interests;


remove the offensive example involving an accused sexual harasser; 


and
place nonprofit charities (501(c)(3) organizations) on an equal footing with large law firms
by allowing them to hire legal counsel for whistleblowers.


I oppose the newly proposed regulation that would do this.


Yours truly,


Mrs. Melanie Ehrlich
1450 Crescent Dr.
New Orleans, LA



mailto:mehrlich8@yahoo.com

mailto:contactoge@oge.gov






From: Kathleen Murphy
To: Contact OGE
Subject: Proposed Rule: Legal Expense Fund Regulation (RIN 3209-AA50)
Date: Thursday, June 16, 2022 4:10:27 PM


Dear Rulemakers at the Office of Government Ethics,
I am writing to you because I strongly oppose OGE’s proposed legal expense fund
regulation as drafted. 


PLEASE!!! Remove the exception that makes compliance with the regulation optional;
replace the proposed recusal requirement with a broader 5-year recusal requirement that
prevents donors of cash gifts from influencing decisions, policies, or regulations affecting
them or the industries in which they have substantial interests;
remove the offensive example involving an accused sexual harasser; and place nonprofit
charities (501(c)(3) organizations) on an equal footing with large law firms by allowing
them to hire legal counsel for whistleblowers. 


If these changes are not made,  the rule contains giant loopholes that will allow for massive
corruption. 


America deserves better than optional ethics for top officials. Please rewrite this rule and
make it better!


   Thank you!


   Sincerely,


   Kathleen Murphy



mailto:kmpol2016@gmail.com

mailto:contactoge@oge.gov






From: Andrew
To: Contact OGE
Subject: Proposed Rule: Legal Expense Fund Regulation (RIN 3209-AA50)
Date: Thursday, June 16, 2022 4:14:56 PM


I oppose OGE's proposed legal expense fund regulation as drafted. OGE should:


remove the exception that makes compliance with the regulation optional;
replace the proposed recusal requirement with a broader 5-year recusal requirement
that prevents donors of cash gifts from influencing decisions, policies, or regulations
affecting them or the industries in which they have substantial interests;
remove the offensive example involving an accused sexual harasser; and
place nonprofit charities (510(c)(3) organizations) on an equal footing with large law
firms by allowing them to hire legal counsel for whistleblowers.


Sincerely,
Andrew Fleischer



mailto:flawsoninc@gmail.com

mailto:contactoge@oge.gov






From: Alissa R
To: Contact OGE
Subject: Proposed Rule: Legal Expense Fund Regulation (RIN 3209-AA50)
Date: Thursday, June 16, 2022 4:53:24 PM


To the rulemakers at the Office of Government Ethics,


I'm writing to say that I oppose OGE’s proposed legal expense fund regulation as drafted.


OGE should:


- remove the RIDICULOUS exception that makes compliance with the regulation optional;


- replace the proposed recusal requirement with a broader 5-year recusal requirement that
prevents donors of cash gifts from influencing decisions, policies, or regulations affecting
them or the industries in which they have substantial interests;


- remove the offensive example involving an accused sexual harasser (AND
ABSOLUTELY NOT PROVIDE MONEY FOR LEGAL DEFENSE OF AN ACCUSED
SEXUAL HARASSER); and


- place nonprofit charities (501(c)(3) organizations) on an equal footing with large law firms
by allowing them to hire legal counsel for whistleblowers.


I'm sure you're aware that without making these changes the rule contains giant loopholes
that will allow for CONTINUED massive corruption. America deserves better than optional
ethics for top officials. Please rewrite this rule and make it better!


Thank you,


Alissa Ryan, NY



mailto:ryan.alissa@gmail.com

mailto:contactoge@oge.gov






From: Bill Walker
To: Contact OGE
Subject: Proposed Rule: Legal Expense Fund Regulation (RIN 3209-AA50)
Date: Thursday, June 16, 2022 4:01:19 PM


I oppose OGE’s proposed legal expense fund regulation as drafted. OGE should:


- remove the exception that makes compliance with the regulation optional;


- replace the proposed recusal requirement with a broader 5-year recusal requirement that prevents donors of cash
gifts from influencing decisions, policies, or regulations affecting them or the industries in which they have
substantial interests;


- remove the offensive example involving an accused sexual harasser; and


- place nonprofit charities (501(c)(3) organizations) on an equal footing with large law firms by allowing them to
hire legal counsel for whistleblowers.


---
Bill Walker  San Marcos, San Diego County, CA  bill_walker@pobox.com



mailto:bill_walker@pobox.com
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From: Laura Schaap
To: Contact OGE
Subject: Proposed Rule: Legal Expense Fund Regulation (RIN 3209-AA50)
Date: Thursday, June 16, 2022 4:31:16 PM


I oppose OGE’s proposed legal expense fund regulation as drafted. OGE should: - remove the
exception that makes compliance with the regulation optional;
- replace the proposed recusal requirement with a broader 5-year recusal requirement that
prevents donors of cash gifts from influencing decisions, policies, or regulations affecting
them or the industries in which they have substantial interests;
- remove the offensive example involving an accused sexual harasser; and 
- place nonprofit charities (501(c)(3) organizations) on an equal footing with large law firms
by allowing them to hire legal counsel for whistleblowers.
Thank you for considering my opinion.


Sincerely,


Laura Schaap



mailto:schaaplaura@hotmail.com

mailto:contactoge@oge.gov






From: Alex Franklin
To: Contact OGE
Subject: Proposed Rule: Legal Expense Fund Regulation (RIN 3209-AA50)
Date: Thursday, June 16, 2022 4:19:30 PM


If it's optional, then there's not really any point in even making the rule in the first place, yeah?
If you're going through all this trouble, you might as well have it... actually change literally
anything. Compliance with the regulation should be mandatory.
-Alex F.



mailto:alex.franklin.aship@gmail.com

mailto:contactoge@oge.gov






From: Charles Brenner
To: Contact OGE
Subject: Proposed Rule: Legal Expense Fund Regulation (RIN 3209-AA50
Date: Thursday, June 16, 2022 4:05:38 PM
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From: Indivisible Ventura
To: Contact OGE
Subject: Proposed Rule: Legal Expense Fund Regulation (RIN 3209-AA50)
Date: Thursday, June 16, 2022 4:37:00 PM


To the rulemakers at the Office of Government Ethics,


I'm writing to say that I oppose OGE’s proposed legal expense fund regulation as drafted. 


OGE should:


- remove the exception that makes compliance with the regulation optional;


- replace the proposed recusal requirement with a broader 5-year recusal requirement that
prevents donors of cash gifts from influencing decisions, policies, or regulations affecting
them or the industries in which they have substantial interests;


- remove the offensive example involving an accused sexual harasser; and
- place nonprofit charities (501(c)(3) organizations) on an equal footing with large law firms
by allowing them to hire legal counsel for whistleblowers.


I'm sure you're aware that without making these changes the rule contains giant loopholes that
will allow for massive corruption. America deserves better than optional ethics for top
officials. Please rewrite this rule and make it better!


Thanks.



mailto:indivisibleventura@gmail.com

mailto:contactoge@oge.gov






From: Annie Tomlin
To: Contact OGE
Subject: "Proposed Rule: Legal Expense Fund Regulation (RIN 3209-AA50)
Date: Thursday, June 16, 2022 4:41:09 PM


To the rulemakers at the Office of Government Ethics,


I'm writing to say that I oppose OGE’s proposed legal expense fund
regulation as drafted.


OGE should:


- remove the exception that makes compliance with the regulation optional;


- replace the proposed recusal requirement with a broader 5-year
recusal requirement that prevents donors of cash gifts from
influencing decisions, policies, or regulations affecting them or the
industries in which they have substantial interests;


- remove the offensive example involving an accused sexual harasser; and


- place nonprofit charities (501(c)(3) organizations) on an equal
footing with large law firms by allowing them to hire legal counsel
for whistleblowers.


I'm sure you're aware that without making these changes the rule
contains giant loopholes that will allow for massive corruption.
America deserves better than optional ethics for top officials. Please
rewrite this rule and make it better!


Thank you,
Anne Tomlin
West Hartford, CT



mailto:anniet@gmail.com
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From: Mark Schofield
To: Contact OGE
Subject: Proposed Rule: Legal Expense Fund Regulation (RIN 3209-AA50)
Date: Thursday, June 16, 2022 4:38:58 PM


To Whom it May Concern:


I am writing regarding the Proposed Rule: Legal Expense Fund Regulation (RIN 3209-AA50),
and to make the following objection and/or public comment.


I oppose the Office of Government Ethics (OGE) proposed legal expense fund regulation as
drafted. OGE should:
- remove the exception that makes compliance with the regulation optional;
- replace the proposed recusal requirement with a broader recusal requirement - perhaps for a
period of five years of service or until the next change in Presidential Administration - that
prevents donors of cash gifts from influencing decisions, policies, or regulations affecting
them or the industries in which they have substantial interests;
- remove the offensive example involving an accused sexual harasser; and
- place nonprofit charities (501(c)(3) organizations) on an equal footing with large law firms
by allowing them to hire legal counsel for whistleblowers.


Thank you for your consideration of this objection and public comment.
Mark A. Schofield



mailto:mark.schofield@gmail.com
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From: Leslie Waygren
To: Contact OGE
Subject: Proposed Rule: Legal Expense Fund Regulation (RIN 3209–AA50)
Date: Thursday, June 16, 2022 3:59:53 PM


To the Office of Government Ethics:


I oppose OGE’s proposed legal expense fund regulation
as drafted. 


1. Compliance should not be optional. Ethics in
government should NEVER be optional.


2. Recusal requirement should be 5 years.


3. Don't use sexual harassment as an example. It is
offensive. Surely there are other examples that could be
used.


4. Allow 501(c)3 organizations to hire legal counsel for
whistleblowers.


Thank you for your consideration in this matter.


Leslie Waygren
11412 NE Siskiyou St.
Portland, OR



mailto:lezbag@yahoo.com
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From: Glenn Green
To: Contact OGE
Subject: Proposed Rule: Legal Expense Fund Regulation (RIN 3209-AA50)
Date: Thursday, June 16, 2022 4:31:02 PM
Attachments: image001.png
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I believe the propose Legal Expense Fund Regulation should be modified before it is adopted. 
 
Specifically, I  submit that the OGE should:
 


1.                   Remove the exception that makes compliance with the regulation optional;
 


2.                   replace the proposed recusal requirement with a broader 5-year recusal requirement
that prevents donors of cash gifts from influencing decisions, policies, or regulations
affecting them or the industries in which they have substantial interests;


 
3.                   place nonprofit charities (501(c)(3) organizations) on an equal footing with large law


firms by allowing them to hire legal counsel for whistleblowers.
 
Sincerely,
 
/s/ Glenn


Glenn P. Green                                                                          
Lowther Johnson Attorneys at Law LLC


901 E Saint Louis St. 20th Floor
Springfield, MO 65806
Phone (417) 866-7777
Fax (417) 866-1752
Firm Website: www.LowtherJohnson.com
 


NOTE: The Missouri Bar Disciplinary Counsel requires all Missouri lawyers to notify recipients of e-mail that: (1) e-
mail communication is not a secure method of communication; (2) any e-mail that is sent to you or by you may be
copied and held by various computers it passes through as it goes from me to you or vice versa; (3) persons not
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participating in our communication may intercept our communication by improperly accessing your computer or my
computer or even some computer unconnected to either of us which the e-mail passed through. I am
communicating with you via e-mail because you have consented to receive communications by this medium. if you
change your mind and want future communications to be sent in a different fashion, please let me know AT ONCE.
The information contained in this electronic message may be attorney-client privileged, confidential, and exempt
from disclosure under applicable law, and is intended only for the use of the individual(s) to whom it is addressed. if
the reader of this message is not the intended recipient, you are hereby notified that any dissemination, distribution,
or copying of this electronic communication or any attachment thereto is strictly prohibited. If you have received this
communication in error, you should immediately return it to us and delete the message from your system. We would
also appreciate it if you would telephone us at (417) 866-7777, to advise of the misdirected communication. Thank
you. 


 


Disclaimer


The information contained in this communication from the sender is confidential. It is intended
solely for use by the recipient and others authorized to receive it. If you are not the recipient,
you are hereby notified that any disclosure, copying, distribution or taking action in relation of
the contents of this information is strictly prohibited and may be unlawful.








From: ddavis0630@aol.com
To: Contact OGE
Subject: Proposed Rule: Legal Expense Fund Regulation (RIN 3209-AA50)
Date: Thursday, June 16, 2022 4:32:49 PM


I oppose OGE’s proposed legal expense fund regulation as drafted. OGE should:
- remove the exception that makes compliance with the regulation optional. Regulations that
are “optional” are not regulations;
- replace the proposed recusal requirement with a broader 5-year recusal requirement that
prevents donors of cash gifts from influencing decisions, policies, or regulations affecting
them or the industries in which they have substantial interests;
- remove the offensive example involving an accused sexual harasser; and
- place nonprofit charities (501(c)(3) organizations) on an equal footing with large law firms
by allowing them to hire legal counsel for whistleblowers.


Thank you for your time


Denise Davis
Westminster CO 80031


Sent from the all new AOL app for iOS



mailto:ddavis0630@aol.com

mailto:contactoge@oge.gov

https://apps.apple.com/us/app/aol-news-email-weather-video/id646100661






From: JENNIFER WAITE
To: Contact OGE
Subject: Proposed Rule: Legal Expense Fund Regulation (RIN 3209-AA50)
Date: Thursday, June 16, 2022 4:21:43 PM


To whom it may concern,


 I join others deeply concerned about the clear and rapid erosion in recent years of impartial
government oversight and ethical dedication to common sense, moral fiber in American
politics, and we specifically oppose OGE’s proposed legal expense fund regulation as drafted.


OGE should instead:
- remove the exception making compliance with the regulation optional; replace the proposed
recusal requirement with a broader 5-year recusal requirement that prevents donors of cash
gifts from influencing decisions, policies, or regulations affecting them or the industries in
which they have substantial interests;
- remove the offensive example involving an accused sexual harasser; and
- place nonprofit charities (501(c)(3) organizations) on an equal footing with large law firms
by allowing them to hire legal counsel for whistleblowers.


These steps will help ensure a more fair, safe, and transparent process. 


Thank you,
Jennifer Waite



mailto:jennifer_waite@comcast.net

mailto:contactoge@oge.gov






From: Ruby Condon
To: Contact OGE
Subject: Proposed Rule: Legal Expense Fund Regulation (RIN 3209-AA50)
Date: Thursday, June 16, 2022 4:52:39 PM


To the rulemakers at the Office of Government Ethics,


I'm writing to say that I oppose OGE’s proposed legal expense fund regulation as drafted.


OGE should:


- remove the exception that makes compliance with the regulation optional;


- replace the proposed recusal requirement with a broader 5-year recusal requirement that prevents donors of cash
gifts from influencing decisions, policies, or regulations affecting them or the industries in which they have
substantial interests;


- remove the offensive example involving an accused sexual harasser; and
- place nonprofit charities (501(c)(3) organizations) on an equal footing with large law firms by allowing them to
hire legal counsel for whistleblowers.


I'm sure you're aware that without making these changes the rule contains giant loopholes that will allow for
massive corruption. America deserves better than optional ethics for top officials. Please rewrite this rule and make
it better!


Thanks.



mailto:rubyjanecondon1@gmail.com

mailto:contactoge@oge.gov






From: CATHERINE FLAHERTY
To: Contact OGE
Subject: Proposed Rule: Legal Expense Fund Regulation (RIN 3209-AA50)
Date: Thursday, June 16, 2022 4:53:33 PM


I oppose OGE’s proposed legal expense fund regulation as drafted. OGE should: 


replace the proposed recusal requirement with a broader 5-year recusal 
requirement that prevents donors of cash gifts from influencing decisions, 
policies, or regulations affecting them or the industries in which they have 
substantial interests;
remove the exception that makes compliance with the regulation optional;
remove the offensive example involving an accused sexual harasser; and
place nonprofit charities (501(c)(3) organizations) on an equal footing with 
large law firms by allowing them to hire legal counsel for whistleblowers.


Thank you,


Catherine Flaherty


12329 Melling Lane


Bowie, MD 20715



mailto:cmsflaherty@aol.com

mailto:contactoge@oge.gov






From: Jenine Meston
To: Contact OGE
Subject: Proposed Rule: Legal Expense Fund Regulation (RIN 3209-AA50)
Date: Thursday, June 16, 2022 4:19:27 PM


Hello,
I oppose OGE’s proposed legal expense fund regulation as drafted. OGE should:


remove the exception that makes compliance with the regulation optional;
replace the proposed recusal requirement with a broader 5-year recusal requirement that
prevents donors of cash gifts from influencing decisions, policies, or regulations
affecting them or the industries in which they have substantial interests;
remove the offensive example involving an accused sexual harasser; 
place nonprofit charities (501(c)(3) organizations) on an equal footing with large law
firms by allowing them to hire legal counsel for whistleblowers.


Please strengthen these ethical rules. Thank you.


Sincerely,
Jenine Meston 



mailto:jenine.meston@gmail.com

mailto:contactoge@oge.gov






From: Ron Steiner
To: Contact OGE
Subject: Proposed Rule: Legal Expense Fund Regulation (RIN 3209-AA50)
Date: Thursday, June 16, 2022 4:21:19 PM


Dear government,


I oppose OGE’s proposed legal expense fund regulation as drafted. OGE should:
- remove the exception that makes compliance with the regulation optional;


- replace the proposed recusal requirement with a broader 5-year recusal requirement that
prevents donors of cash gifts from influencing decisions, policies, or regulations affecting
them or the industries in which they have substantial interests


- remove the offensive example involving an accused sexual harasser; and
- place nonprofit charities (501(c)(3) organizations) on an equal footing with large law firms
by allowing them to hire legal counsel for whistleblowers.


Stay sane,


Ron Steiner, Ph.D.



mailto:steiner.ron@gmail.com

mailto:contactoge@oge.gov






From: Brenda Dillon
To: Contact OGE
Subject: Proposed Rule: Legal Expense Fund Regulation (RIN 3209-AA50)
Date: Thursday, June 16, 2022 4:10:05 PM


I oppose OGE’s proposed legal expense fund regulation as drafted. OGE should: -
remove the exception that makes compliance with the regulation optional;
- replace the proposed recusal requirement with a broader 5-year recusal requirement that 
prevents donors of cash gifts from influencing decisions, policies or regulations affecting themm 
or the industries in which they have substantial interests
- Remove the offensive example involving an accused sexual harasser; and
- place nonprofit chartieis (501c3 organizations) on an equal footing with large law firms by 
allowing them to hire legal counsel for whistleblowers.


thank you for your consideration



mailto:dillonb1732@gmail.com

mailto:contactoge@oge.gov






From: Rachel Pildis
To: Contact OGE
Subject: Proposed Rule: Legal Expense Fund Regulation (RIN 3209-AA50)
Date: Thursday, June 16, 2022 4:40:48 PM


I oppose OGE’s proposed legal expense fund regulation as drafted. OGE should: 
1. remove the exception that makes compliance with the regulation optional; 
2. replace the proposed recusal requirement with a broader 5-year recusal requirement that
prevents donors of cash gifts from influencing decisions, policies, or regulations affecting
them or the industries in which they have substantial interests; 
3. remove the offensive example involving an accused sexual harasser; and 
4. place nonprofit charities (501(c)(3) organizations) on an equal footing with large law firms
by allowing them to hire legal counsel for whistleblowers.


We need more ethical restrictions, not fewer and certainly not optional ones!


Sincerely,
Rachel Pildis
rachel@pildis.com
Oak Park, IL



mailto:rachel@pildis.com

mailto:contactoge@oge.gov

mailto:rachel@pildis.com






From: Eli Bothe
To: Contact OGE
Subject: Proposed Rule: Legal Expense Fund Regulation (RIN 3209-AA50)
Date: Thursday, June 16, 2022 4:48:33 PM


I oppose OGE’s proposed legal expense fund regulation as drafted. OGE should:
- remove the exception that makes compliance with the regulation optional;
- replace the proposed recusal requirement with a broader 5-year recusal requirement that
prevents donors of cash gifts from influencing decisions, policies, or regulations affecting
them or the industries in which they have substantial interests;
- remove the offensive example involving an accused sexual harasser; and
- place nonprofit charities (501(c)(3) organizations) on an equal footing with large law firms
by allowing them to hire legal counsel for whistleblowers.


Very sincerely,
Eli Bothe



mailto:mcfeelyufl@gmail.com

mailto:contactoge@oge.gov






From: Justin Esparza
To: Contact OGE
Subject: Proposed Rule: Legal Expense Fund Regulation (RIN 3209-AA50)
Date: Thursday, June 16, 2022 4:47:54 PM


Dear Office of Government Ethics


I oppose OGE’s proposed legal expense fund regulation as drafted. OGE should:
• remove the exception that makes compliance with the regulation optional;
• replace the proposed recusal requirement with a broader 5-year recusal requirement that prevents donors of cash
gifts from influencing decisions, policies, or regulations affecting them or the industries in which they have
substantial interests;
•  remove the offensive example involving an accused sexual harasser; and
• place nonprofit charities (501(c)(3) organizations) on an equal footing with large law firms by allowing them to
hire legal counsel for whistleblowers.


Thank you,


Justin Esparza
Everett, WA



mailto:justinesparza@icloud.com

mailto:contactoge@oge.gov






From: Carrie G
To: Contact OGE
Subject: Proposed Rule: Legal Expense Fund Regulation (RIN 3209-AA50)
Date: Thursday, June 16, 2022 4:46:04 PM


I oppose OGE’s proposed legal expense fund regulation as drafted. OGE should:


- remove the exception that makes compliance with the regulation optional;
- replace the proposed recusal requirement with a broader 5-year recusal requirement that
prevents donors of cash gifts from influencing decisions, policies, or regulations affecting
them or the industries in which they have substantial interests;
- remove the offensive example involving an accused sexual harasser; and
- place nonprofit charities (501(c)(3) organizations) on an equal footing with large law firms
by allowing them to hire legal counsel for whistleblowers.


Carolyn Keeny 



mailto:carrieg898@gmail.com

mailto:contactoge@oge.gov






From: Luis G
To: Contact OGE
Subject: Proposed Rule: Legal Expense Fund Regulation (RIN 3209-AA50)
Date: Thursday, June 16, 2022 4:49:05 PM


I oppose OGE's proposed legal expense fund regulation as drafted. OGE should:
• remove the exception that makes compliance with the regulation optional; • replace the proposed recusal
requirement with a broader 5-year recusal requirement that prevents donors of cash gifts from influencing decisions,
policies, or regulations affecting them or the industries in which they have substantial interests;
• remove the offensive example involving an accused sexual harasser;
• and place nonprofit charities (501(c)(3) organizations) on an equal footing with large law firms by allowing them
to hire legal counsel for whistleblowers.



mailto:jlpgv@hotmail.com

mailto:contactoge@oge.gov






From: butterfi@comcast.net
To: Contact OGE
Subject: Proposed Rule: Legal Expense Fund Regulation (RIN 3209-AA50)
Date: Thursday, June 16, 2022 4:33:46 PM


To the rulemakers at the Office of Government Ethics,


I'm writing to say that I oppose OGE’s proposed legal expense fund regulation as drafted.
 


OGE should:


- remove the exception that makes compliance with the regulation optional;


- replace the proposed recusal requirement with a broader 5-year recusal requirement that
prevents donors of cash gifts from influencing decisions, policies, or regulations affecting
them or the industries in which they have substantial interests;


- remove the offensive example involving an accused sexual harasser; and


- place nonprofit charities (501(c)(3) organizations) on an equal footing with large law firms
by allowing them to hire legal counsel for whistleblowers.


I'm sure you're aware that without making these changes the rule contains giant loopholes
that will allow for massive corruption. America deserves better than optional ethics for top
officials. Please rewrite this rule and make it better!


Thank you
Julie Butterfield
Concerned New Hampshire resident



mailto:butterfi@comcast.net

mailto:contactoge@oge.gov






From: Mandy Puchalski
To: Contact OGE
Subject: Proposed Rule: Legal Expense Fund Regulation (RIN 3209-AA50)
Date: Thursday, June 16, 2022 4:06:10 PM


To Whom It May Concern,


 I oppose OGE’s proposed legal expense fund regulation as drafted. OGE should:
- remove the exception that makes compliance with the regulation optional;


- replace the proposed recusal requirement with a broader 5-year recusal requirement that
prevents donors of cash gifts from influencing decisions, policies, or regulations affecting
them or the industries in which they have substantial interests;


- remove the offensive example involving an accused sexual harasser; and
- place nonprofit charities (501(c)(3) organizations) on an equal footing with large law firms
by allowing them to hire legal counsel for whistleblowers.



Respectfully,
Mandy & Peter Puchalski 
182 E Columbia Ave 
Elmhurst, IL 60126



mailto:mandypuchalski@gmail.com

mailto:contactoge@oge.gov






From: Sara
To: Contact OGE
Subject: Proposed Rule: Legal Expense Fund Regulation (RIN 3209-AA50)
Date: Thursday, June 16, 2022 4:36:47 PM


I oppose OGE’s proposed legal expense fund regulation as drafted. OGE should: - remove the
exception that makes compliance with the regulation optional;
- replace the proposed recusal requirement with a broader 5-year recusal requirement that
prevents donors of cash gifts from influencing decisions, policies, or regulations affecting
them or the industries in which they have substantial interests; 
- remove the offensive example involving an accused sexual harasser; and 
- place nonprofit charities (501(c)(3) organizations) on an equal footing with large law firms
by allowing them to hire legal counsel for whistleblowers.


Sara Glassman (She/Her)
www.medusasmirror.etsy.com
www.medusaslibrary.com



mailto:medusasmirror@gmail.com

mailto:contactoge@oge.gov

http://www.medusasmirror.etsy.com/

http://www.medusaslibrary.com/






From: Maggie Ronald
To: Contact OGE
Subject: Proposed Rule: Legal Expense Fund Regulation (RIN 3209-AA50)
Date: Thursday, June 16, 2022 4:13:25 PM


I oppose OGE’s proposed legal expense fund regulation as drafted. OGE should: - remove the 
exception that makes compliance with the regulation optional;
- replace the proposed recusal requirement with a broader 5-year recusal requirement that 
prevents donors of cash gifts from influencing decisions, policies, or regulations affecting them or 
the industries in which they have substantial interests;
- remove the offensive example involving an accused sexual harasser; and
- place nonprofit charities (501(c)(3) organizations) on an equal footing with large law firms by 
allowing them to hire legal counsel for whistleblowers.


Seriously, this should not be optional. 


Sent from my iPhone



mailto:mlronald@gmail.com

mailto:contactoge@oge.gov






From: Darra Ballance
To: Contact OGE
Subject: Proposed Rule: Legal Expense Fund Regulation (RIN 3209–AA50)
Date: Thursday, June 16, 2022 4:04:57 PM


I oppose OGE’s proposed legal expense fund regulation as drafted.


OGE should:


remove the exception that makes compliance with the


regulation optional;


replace the proposed recusal requirement with a broader 5-


year recusal requirement that prevents donors of cash gifts


from influencing decisions, policies, or regulations affecting


them or the industries in which they have substantial


interests;


remove the offensive example involving an accused sexual


harasser; and


place nonprofit charities (501(c)(3) organizations) on an


equal footing with large law firms by allowing them to hire


legal counsel for whistleblowers.


Just say no to optional government ethics.


Darra Ballance


Evans GA 30809


flybigd68@gmail.com



mailto:flybigd68@gmail.com

mailto:contactoge@oge.gov

mailto:flybigd68@gmail.com






From: Molly Fisher
To: Contact OGE
Subject: Proposed Rule: Legal Expense Fund Regulation (RIN 3209-AA50)
Date: Thursday, June 16, 2022 4:44:00 PM


I oppose OGE's proposed legal expense fund regulation as drafted. OGE should:


- remove the exception that makes compliance with the regulation optional;


- replace the proposed recusal requirement with a broader 5-year recusal requirement that prevents donors of cash
gifts from influencing decisions, policies, or regulations affecting them or the industries in which they have
substantial interests;


- remove the offensive example involving an accused sexual harasser; and


- place nonprofit charities (501(c)(3) organizations) on an equal footing with large law firms by allowing them to
hire legal counsel for whistleblowers.


Thank you,
Mary Alice Fisher
102 Syrah Ct.
Cloverdale, CA 95425


Phone typing



mailto:mollyf@sonic.net

mailto:contactoge@oge.gov






From: M M
To: Contact OGE
Subject: Proposed Rule: Legal Expense Fund Regulation (RIN 3209-AA50)
Date: Thursday, June 16, 2022 4:12:24 PM


I oppose OGE’s proposed legal expense fund regulation as drafted. OGE should:
Remove the exception that makes compliance with the regulation optional;  replace the proposed
recusal requirement with a broader 5-year recusal requirement that prevents donors of cash gifts
from influencing decisions, policies, or regulations affecting them or the industries in which they
have substantial interests; remove the offensive example involving an accused sexual harasser; and
place nonprofit charities (501(c)(3) organizations) on an equal footing with large law firms by
allowing them to hire legal counsel for whistle blowers.


Sent from my Verizon, Samsung Galaxy smartphone
Get Outlook for Android



mailto:mck_yi@hotmail.com

mailto:contactoge@oge.gov

https://aka.ms/AAb9ysg






From: CLC Coyne
To: Contact OGE
Subject: Proposed Rule: Legal Expense Fund Regulation (RIN 3209-AA50)
Date: Thursday, June 16, 2022 4:06:45 PM
Attachments: oge.png



mailto:clcaroline67@yahoo.com

mailto:contactoge@oge.gov








From: gmaspenns
To: Contact OGE
Subject: Proposed Rule: Legal Expense Fund Regulation (RIN 3209-AA50)
Date: Thursday, June 16, 2022 4:13:34 PM


To whom it may concern:
I oppose OGE’s proposed legal expense fund regulation as drafted. OGE should:
- remove the exception that makes compliance with the regulation optional;
- replace the proposed recusal requirement with a broader 5-year recusal requirement that
prevents donors of cash gifts from influencing decisions, policies, or regulations affecting
them or the industries in which they have substantial interests;
- remove the offensive example involving an accused sexual harasser; and
- place nonprofit charities (501(c)(3) organizations) on an equal footing with large law firms
by allowing them to hire legal counsel for whistleblowers.


Sincerely, 
M. Aspenns 



mailto:gmaspenns@gmail.com

mailto:contactoge@oge.gov






From: Elaine Alimonti
To: Contact OGE
Subject: Proposed Rule: Legal Expense Fund Regulation (RIN 3209-AA50)
Date: Thursday, June 16, 2022 4:05:00 PM


I oppose OGE’s proposed legal expense fund regulation as drafted. OGE should:
- remove the exception that makes compliance with the regulation OPTIONAL;
- replace the proposed recusal requirement with a broader 5-year recusal requirement that
prevents donors of cash gifts from influencing decisions, policies, or regulations affecting
them or the industries in which they have substantial interests;
- remove the offensive example involving an accused sexual harasser; and
- place nonprofit charities (501(c)(3) organizations) on an equal footing with large law firms
by allowing them to hire legal counsel for whistleblowers.


Why on earth would compliance be OPTIONAL? Obviously, if we’re to even attempt to avoid
the corruption we experienced during 2016-2020, ethics rules need to be MANDATORY. 


Thank you.


Regards,


Elaine Alimonti
elaine.alimonti@gmail.com


-- 
Elaine Alimonti



mailto:elaine.alimonti@gmail.com

mailto:contactoge@oge.gov

mailto:elaine.alimonti@gmail.com






From: Rob W
To: Contact OGE
Subject: Proposed Rule: Legal Expense Fund Regulation (RIN 3209-AA50)"
Date: Thursday, June 16, 2022 4:41:00 PM


=I oppose OGE’s proposed legal expense fund regulation as drafted. OGE should:


- remove the exception that makes compliance with the regulation optional;


- replace the proposed recusal requirement with a broader 5-year recusal requirement that prevents
donors of cash gifts from influencing decisions, policies, or regulations affecting them or the
industries in which they have substantial interests;


- remove the offensive example involving an accused sexual harasser; and


- place nonprofit charities (501(c)(3) organizations) on an equal footing with large law firms by
allowing them to hire legal counsel for whistleblowers.



mailto:robbwheeler@gmail.com

mailto:contactoge@oge.gov






From: Brenda Bernier
To: Contact OGE
Subject: Proposed Rule: Legal Expense Fund Regulation (RIN 3209-AA50)
Date: Thursday, June 16, 2022 4:30:30 PM


I oppose OGE’s proposed legal expense fund regulation as drafted. 
OGE should:
- remove the exception that makes compliance with the regulation optional;
- replace the proposed recusal requirement with a broader 5-year recusal requirement that prevents 
donors of cash gifts from influencing decisions, policies, or regulations affecting them or the industries in 
which they have substantial interests; 
- remove the offensive example involving an accused sexual harasser; and
- place nonprofit charities (501(c)(3) organizations) on an equal footing with large law firmsallowing them 
to hire legal counsel for whistleblowers. 


~Brenda Bernier



mailto:xbrendabernierx@gmail.com

mailto:contactoge@oge.gov






From: Amanda Cordano
To: Contact OGE
Subject: Proposed Rule: Legal Expense Fund Regulation (RIN 3209-AA50)
Date: Thursday, June 16, 2022 4:12:10 PM


To the rulemakers at the Office of Government Ethics,


I'm writing to say that I oppose OGE’s proposed legal expense fund regulation as drafted.


OGE should:


- remove the exception that makes compliance with the regulation optional;


- replace the proposed recusal requirement with a broader 5-year recusal requirement that prevents donors of cash
gifts from influencing decisions, policies, or regulations affecting them or the industries in which they have
substantial interests;


- remove the offensive example involving an accused sexual harasser; and
- place nonprofit charities (501(c)(3) organizations) on an equal footing with large law firms by allowing them to
hire legal counsel for whistleblowers.


I'm sure you're aware that without making these changes the rule contains giant loopholes that will allow for
massive corruption. America deserves better than optional ethics for top officials. Please rewrite this rule and make
it better!


Thanks.


Best wishes,


Amanda Cordano
203-313-9930



mailto:amandacordano@gmail.com

mailto:contactoge@oge.gov






From: John Crowley
To: Contact OGE
Subject: Proposed Rule: Legal Expense Fund Regulation (RIN 3209-AA50)
Date: Thursday, June 16, 2022 4:18:33 PM


To Whom It May Concern:


I oppose OGE's proposed legal expense fund as drafted. Instead, OGE should:
1) remove the exception that makes compliance optional
2) replace the proposed recusal requirement with a 5 year recusal requirement that prevents
donors of cash gifts from influencing the regulated's decisions, or proposed policies or
regulations affecting them or the industries in which they have substantial interest.
3)remove the example of an accused sexual harasser
4)place 501(c)(3) organizations on an equal footing with large law firms by allowing them to
hire legal counsel for whistleblowers


I believe our officials need to be held to higher standards than currently proposed by OGE.


Respectfully,
John Crowley



mailto:j.e.crowley@gmail.com

mailto:contactoge@oge.gov






From: A. Spehr
To: Contact OGE
Subject: re: Proposed Rule: Legal Expense Fund Regulation (RIN 3209-AA50)
Date: Thursday, June 16, 2022 4:09:43 PM


I oppose OGE’s proposed legal expense fund regulation as drafted. 
Optional regulations are not regulations, and make a joke of the whole process. OGE should: -
remove the exception that makes compliance with the regulation optional;
- replace the proposed recusal requirement with a broader 5-year recusal requirement that
prevents donors of cash gifts from influencing decisions, policies, or regulations affecting
them or the industries in which they have substantial interests;
- remove the offensive example involving an accused sexual harasser; and - place nonprofit
charities (501(c)(3) organizations) on an equal footing with large law firms by allowing them
to hire legal counsel for whistleblowers.


Thank you,
A. Spehr



mailto:spehr@kde.org

mailto:contactoge@oge.gov






From: Charlie Hamik
To: Contact OGE
Subject: "Proposed Rule: Legal Expense Fund Regulation (RIN 3209-AA50)"
Date: Thursday, June 16, 2022 4:10:51 PM





I oppose OGE’s proposed legal expense fund regulation as drafted. OGE should:


- remove the exception that makes compliance with the regulation optional;


 - replace the proposed recusal requirement with a broader 5-year recusal requirement that
prevents donors of cash gifts from influencing decisions, policies, or regulations affecting
them or the industries in which they have substantial interests;


- remove the offensive example involving an accused sexual harasser; and


- place nonprofit charities (501(c)(3) organizations) on an equal footing with large law firms
by allowing them to hire legal counsel for whistleblowers.


Charles Hamik
401 Toledo Dr
Hollister, Ca 95023
Sent from my iPhone



mailto:cfhamik@gmail.com

mailto:contactoge@oge.gov






From: jenine ferrari
To: Contact OGE
Subject: Proposed Rule: Legal Expense Fund Regulation (RIN 3209-AA50)
Date: Thursday, June 16, 2022 4:08:14 PM


I oppose OGE’s proposed legal expense fund regulation as drafted.
 
OGE should:


·       remove the exception that makes compliance with the regulation optional;
·       replace the proposed recusal requirement with a broader 5-year recusal requirement that prevents donors


of cash gifts from influencing decisions, policies, or regulations affecting them or the industries in which
they have substantial interests;


·       remove the offensive example involving an accused sexual harasser; and
·       place nonprofit charities (501(c)(3) organizations) on an equal footing with large law firms by allowing them


to hire legal counsel for whistleblowers.
 
Sincerely,
jenine ferrari
 
cell:   516 815 0741
 
“I learned a lesson, which is that at the center of a lot of social movements, courage is very contagious.” – Ana
Maria Archila



mailto:j9ferrari@gmail.com

mailto:contactoge@oge.gov






From: Carrie McIlvenna
To: Contact OGE
Subject: Proposed Rule: Legal Expense Fund Regulation (RIN 3209–AA50)
Date: Thursday, June 16, 2022 4:15:04 PM


Greetings,


I write today to share my opposition to OGE’s proposed legal
expense fund regulation as drafted. OGE should:


remove the exception that makes compliance with the
regulation optional;
replace the proposed recusal requirement with a
broader 5-year recusal requirement that prevents
donors of cash gifts from influencing decisions,
policies, or regulations affecting them or the
industries in which they have substantial interests;
remove the offensive example involving an accused
sexual harasser; and
place nonprofit charities (501(c)(3) organizations) on
an equal footing with large law firms by allowing them
to hire legal counsel for whistleblowers.


Tell OGE to say no to optional government ethics. If we’re ever
going to root out corruption and hold those in power accountable for
unethical practices, it won’t happen by giving them the ability to opt-
out.


Thank you,


Carrie McIlvenna


Washington State, 98466



mailto:carrie.privacyrequired@gmail.com

mailto:contactoge@oge.gov






From: S Bendiks
To: Contact OGE
Subject: Proposed Rule: Legal Expense Fund Regulation (RIN 3209-AA50)
Date: Thursday, June 16, 2022 4:50:41 PM


I oppose OGE’s proposed legal expense fund regulation as drafted. OGE should: 
-remove the exception that makes compliance with the regulation optional;
-replace the proposed recusal requirement with a broader 5 year recusal requirement that
prevents cash donors from influencing decisions, policies, or regulations affecting them or the
industries in which they have a substantial interest(s);
-remove the offensive example involving an accused sexual harasser;  and
-place nonprofit 501(c)(3) charities on an equal footing with large law firms by allowing them
to hire legal counsel for whistleblowers.


Best,
Sonia Bendiks, Esq. 



mailto:sanandab62@gmail.com

mailto:contactoge@oge.gov






From: Catherine Roundy
To: Contact OGE
Subject: Proposed Rule: Legal Expense Fund Regulation (RIN 3209-AA50)
Date: Thursday, June 16, 2022 4:54:37 PM


To Whom it May Concern:


I oppose OGE’s proposed legal expense fund regulation as drafted. OGE should:
- remove the exception that makes compliance with the regulation optional;
- replace the proposed recusal requirement with a broader 5-year recusal requirement that prevents donors of cash
gifts from influencing decisions, policies, or regulations affecting them or the industries in which they have
substantial interests;
- remove the offensive example involving an accused sexual harasser; and
- place nonprofit charities (501(c)(3) organizations) on an equal footing with large law firms by allowing them to
hire legal counsel for whistleblowers.


Sincerely,


Catherine A Roundy
1355 Wisteria Dr
Malvern, PA 19355



mailto:catherineroundy321@gmail.com

mailto:contactoge@oge.gov






From: Cynthia Fraase
To: Contact OGE
Subject: Proposed Rule: Legal Expense Fund Regulation (RIN 3209-AA50)
Date: Thursday, June 16, 2022 4:55:50 PM


I oppose OGE’s proposed legal expense fund regulation as drafted. OGE should:
- remove the exception that makes compliance with the regulation optional; replace the
proposed recusal requirement with a broader 5-year recusal requirement that prevents donors
of cash gifts from influencing decisions, policies, or regulations affecting them or the
industries in which they have substantial interests; - remove the offensive example involving
an accused sexual harasser; and
- place nonprofit charities (501(c)(3) organizations) on an equal footing with large law firms
by allowing them to hire legal counsel for whistleblowers.


These are common sense changes to make. An ethics regulation that is optional is useless and
a sham. 


Thank you,
Cynthia Fraase



mailto:cfraase@gmail.com

mailto:contactoge@oge.gov






From: MM Whittington
To: Contact OGE
Subject: Proposed Rule: Legal Expense Fund Regulation (RIN 3209-AA50)
Date: Thursday, June 16, 2022 4:07:31 PM


This is to notify you that I oppose OGE’s proposed legal expense fund regulation as drafted.
OGE should:
- remove the exception that makes compliance with the regulation optional;
- replace the proposed recusal requirement with a broader 5-year recusal requirement that
prevents donors of cash gifts from influencing decisions, policies, or regulations affecting
them or the industries in which they have substantial interests;
- remove the offensive example involving an accused sexual harasser; and
- place nonprofit charities (501(c)(3) organizations) on an equal footing with large law firms
by allowing them to hire legal counsel for whistleblowers.


Sincerely, 
Maureen Whittington



mailto:mmwhittington@gmail.com

mailto:contactoge@oge.gov






From: Bruce Herrmann
To: Contact OGE
Subject: Proposed Rule: Legal Expense Fund Regulation (RIN 3209-AA50)
Date: Thursday, June 16, 2022 4:16:03 PM


I oppose OGE’s proposed legal expense fund regulation as drafted. OGE should: 


Remove the exception that makes compliance with the regulation optional;
Replace the proposed recusal requirement with a broader 5-year recusal requirement that
prevents donors of cash gifts from influencing decisions, policies, or regulations
affecting them or the industries in which they have substantial interests;
Remove the offensive example involving an accused sexual harasser; and 
Place non profit charities (501(c)(3) organizations) on an equal footing with large law
firms by allowing them to hire legal counsel for whistleblowers.


These changes are critical to setting a standard for ethics in government service.


Thank you,
H Bruce Herrmann



mailto:h.bruce.herrmann@gmail.com

mailto:contactoge@oge.gov






From: J Tracy
To: Contact OGE
Subject: Proposed Rule: Legal Expense Fund Regulation (RIN 3209-AA50)
Date: Thursday, June 16, 2022 4:27:57 PM


I oppose OGE’s proposed legal expense fund regulation as drafted. OGE should: 
- remove the exception that makes compliance with the regulation optional;
- replace the proposed recusal requirement with a broader 5-year recusal requirement that prevents
donors of cash gifts from influencing decisions, policies, or regulations affecting them or the industries in
which they have substantial interests;
- remove the offensive example involving an accused sexual harasser; and 
- place nonprofit charities (501(c)(3) organizations) on an equal footing with large law firms by allowing
them to hire legal counsel for whistleblowers.


If recent political events have taught us anything, it's that we need to codify a much stronger ethical
standard.


Thanks for your attention.


Jeff Tracy



mailto:jtracyshopping@yahoo.com

mailto:contactoge@oge.gov






From: Landon Thomas
To: Contact OGE
Subject: Proposed Rule: Legal Expense Fund Regulation (RIN 3209-AA50)
Date: Thursday, June 16, 2022 4:52:45 PM


To Whom It May Concern


I oppose OGE’s proposed legal expense fund regulation as drafted. OGE should:
  - remove the exception that makes compliance with the regulation optional;
  - replace the proposed recusal requirement with a broader 5-year recusal requirement that
prevents donors of cash gifts from influencing decisions, policies, or regulations affecting
them or the industries in which they have substantial interests;
  - remove the offensive example involving an accused sexual harasser; and
  - place nonprofit charities (501(c)(3) organizations) on an equal footing with large law firms
by allowing them to hire legal counsel for whistleblowers.


Sincerely


L. Thomas



mailto:l.e.thomas1989@gmail.com

mailto:contactoge@oge.gov






From: Carolyn Torgersen
To: Contact OGE
Subject: Proposed Rule: Legal Expense Fund Regulation (RIN 3209-AA50)
Date: Thursday, June 16, 2022 4:56:31 PM


To Whom it May Concern:


I oppose OGE’s proposed legal expense fund regulation as drafted. OGE should: - remove the
exception that makes compliance with the regulation optional;
- replace the proposed recusal requirement with a broader 5-year recusal requirement that
prevents donors of cash gifts from influencing decisions, policies, or regulations affecting
them or the industries in which they have substantial interests; 
- remove the offensive example involving an accused sexual harasser; and 
- place nonprofit charities (501(c)(3) organizations) on an equal footing with large law firms
by allowing them to hire legal counsel for whistleblowers.


Thank you for your attention.


Carolyn Torgersen 
10 W. Elm Street, #1404
Chicago, IL 60610



mailto:carolyn.torgersen@gmail.com

mailto:contactoge@oge.gov






From: Jennifer Arena
To: Contact OGE
Subject: Proposed Rule: Legal Expense Fund Regulation (RIN 3209-AA50)
Date: Thursday, June 16, 2022 4:26:09 PM
Attachments: Acorn sig.png


I oppose OGE’s proposed legal expense fund regulation as drafted. OGE should:


remove the exception that makes compliance with the regulation optional;
replace the proposed recusal requirement with a broader 5-year recusal requirement that
prevents donors of cash gifts from influencing decisions, policies, or regulations
affecting them or the industries in which they have substantial interests;
remove the offensive example involving an accused sexual harasser; and
place nonprofit charities (501(c)(3) organizations) on an equal footing with large law
firms by allowing them to hire legal counsel for whistleblowers.


Jen Arena
author/editor
jenarenabooks.com


Acorn Was a Little Wild
Now available!
https://bookshop.org/lists/jen-arena-books 



mailto:jenarena33@gmail.com

mailto:contactoge@oge.gov

http://jenarenabooks.com/
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From: Kathleen Cushman
To: Contact OGE
Subject: Proposed Rule: Legal Expense Fund Regulation (RIN 3209-AA50)
Date: Thursday, June 16, 2022 4:52:00 PM


To the rulemakers at the Office of Government Ethics,


I'm writing to say that I oppose OGE’s proposed legal expense fund regulation as drafted.


OGE should:


- remove the exception that makes compliance with the regulation optional;


- replace the proposed recusal requirement with a broader 5-year recusal requirement that prevents donors of cash
gifts from influencing decisions, policies, or regulations affecting them or the industries in which they have
substantial interests;


- remove the offensive example involving an accused sexual harasser; and
- place nonprofit charities (501(c)(3) organizations) on an equal footing with large law firms by allowing them to
hire legal counsel for whistleblowers.


I'm sure you're aware that without making these changes the rule contains giant loopholes that will allow for
massive corruption. America deserves better than optional ethics for top officials. Please rewrite this rule and make
it better!


Thanks.


Kathleen Cushman
880 W. 181 St.
New York, NY 10033



mailto:kathleencushman@mac.com

mailto:contactoge@oge.gov






From: Abbey Mather
To: Contact OGE
Subject: Legal Expense Fund Regulation (RIN 3209-AA50)
Date: Thursday, June 16, 2022 4:04:25 PM


I oppose OGE’s proposed legal expense fund regulation as drafted. OGE should:
- remove the exception that makes compliance with the regulation optional;
- replace the proposed recusal requirement with a broader 5-year recusal requirement that prevents donors of cash
gifts from influencing decisions, policies, or regulations affecting them or the industries in which they have
substantial interests;
- remove the offensive example involving an accused sexual harasser; and
- place nonprofit charities (501(c)(3) organizations) on an equal footing with large law firms by allowing them to
hire legal counsel for whistleblowers.


Abbey Gans Mather



mailto:agmather@gmail.com

mailto:contactoge@oge.gov






From: Cohen, Debra Rae
To: Contact OGE
Subject: Proposed Rule: Legal Expense Fund Regulation (RIN 3209-AA50)
Date: Thursday, June 16, 2022 4:09:37 PM


I oppose OGE’s proposed legal expense fund regulation as drafted. OGE should: - remove the exception 
that makes compliance with the regulation optional;
- replace the proposed recusal requirement with a broader 5-year recusal requirement that prevents donors 
of cash gifts from influencing decisions, policies, or regulations affecting them or the industries in which 
they have substantial interests;
- remove the offensive example involving an accused sexual harasser; and - place nonprofit charities (501(c)
(3) organizations) on an equal footing with large law firms by allowing them to hire legal counsel for 
whistleblowers.


Sincerely,


Debra Rae Cohen
Professor of English, University of South Carolina
President, CELJ



mailto:COHENDR@mailbox.sc.edu

mailto:contactoge@oge.gov






From: A Walks
To: Contact OGE
Subject: Proposed Rule: Legal Expense Fund Regulation (RIN 3209-AA50)
Date: Thursday, June 16, 2022 4:03:20 PM


 I oppose OGE’s proposed legal expense fund regulation as drafted. OGE should:
- remove the exception that makes compliance with the regulation optional;
- replace the proposed recusal requirement with a broader 5-year recusal requirement that prevents donors of cash
gifts from influencing decisions, policies, or regulations affecting them or the industries in which they have
substantial interests;
- remove the offensive example involving an accused sexual harasser; and
- place nonprofit charities (501(c)(3) organizations) on an equal footing with large law firms by allowing them to
hire legal counsel for whistleblowers.



mailto:besshomie@gmail.com

mailto:contactoge@oge.gov






From: katie m.
To: Contact OGE
Subject: Proposed Rule: Legal Expense Fund Regulation (RIN 3209-AA50)
Date: Thursday, June 16, 2022 4:21:23 PM


I oppose OGE’s proposed legal expense fund regulation as drafted. OGE should:


- remove the exception that makes compliance with the regulation optional;


- replace the proposed recusal requirement with a broader 5-year recusal requirement that
prevents donors of cash gifts from influencing decisions, policies, or regulations affecting
them or the industries in which they have substantial interests;


- remove the offensive example involving an accused sexual harasser; and


- place nonprofit charities (501(c)(3) organizations) on an equal footing with large law firms
by allowing them to hire legal counsel for whistleblowers.


Sincerely,


Kaitlyn Miell



mailto:kaitlyncm@gmail.com

mailto:contactoge@oge.gov






From: Gabriel Barnhart
To: Contact OGE
Subject: Proposed Rule: Legal Expense Fund Regulation (RIN 3209-AA50)
Date: Thursday, June 16, 2022 4:02:39 PM
Attachments: FVT9cfNXEAAZdwO.png


Gabriel Glen Barnhart - Athens, GA



mailto:barnhart.gabriel@gmail.com

mailto:contactoge@oge.gov








From: Dan Grobstein
To: Contact OGE
Subject: Proposed Rule: Legal Expense Fund Regulation (RIN 3209-AA50)
Date: Thursday, June 16, 2022 4:21:56 PM


I oppose OGE’s proposed legal expense fund regulation as drafted. OGE should:
- remove the exception that makes compliance with the regulation optional;
- replace the proposed recusal requirement with a broader 5-year recusal requirement that
prevents donors of cash gifts from influencing decisions, policies, or regulations affecting
them or the industries in which they have substantial interests;
- remove the offensive example involving an accused sexual harasser; and
- place nonprofit charities (501(c)(3) organizations) on an equal footing with large law firms
by allowing them to hire legal counsel for whistleblowers.



mailto:dan.grobstein@gmail.com

mailto:contactoge@oge.gov






From: Stephanie Brewster
To: Contact OGE
Subject: Proposed Rule: Legal Expense Fund Regulation (RIN 3209-AA50)
Date: Thursday, June 16, 2022 4:02:13 PM


To whom it may concern:


I oppose OGE’s proposed legal expense fund regulation as drafted. OGE should:


remove the exception that makes compliance with the regulation optional;
replace the proposed recusal requirement with a broader 5-year recusal requirement that
prevents donors of cash gifts from influencing decisions, policies, or regulations
affecting them or the industries in which they have substantial interests;
remove the offensive example involving an accused sexual harasser; and
place nonprofit charities (501(c)(3) organizations) on an equal footing with large law
firms by allowing them to hire legal counsel for whistleblowers.


Regards,
Stephanie Brewster



mailto:stephanie.brewster08@icloud.com

mailto:contactoge@oge.gov






From: ian rodgers
To: Contact OGE
Subject: Proposed Rule: Legal Expense Fund Regulation (RIN 3209-AA50)
Date: Thursday, June 16, 2022 4:14:51 PM


I oppose OGE’s proposed legal expense fund regulation as drafted. 


OGE should:


- remove the exception that makes compliance with the regulation optional;
- replace the proposed recusal requirement with a broader 5-year recusal requirement that
prevents donors of cash gifts from influencing decisions, policies, or regulations affecting
them or the industries in which they have substantial interests;
- remove the offensive example involving an accused sexual harasser; and
- place nonprofit charities (501(c)(3) organizations) on an equal footing with large law firms
by allowing them to hire legal counsel for whistleblowers.


Ian Rodgers 



mailto:rodgersit@gmail.com

mailto:contactoge@oge.gov






From: Elizabeth W.
To: Contact OGE
Subject: Proposed Rule: Legal Expense Fund Regulation (RIN 3209-AA50)
Date: Thursday, June 16, 2022 4:24:29 PM


To whom it may concern:


I oppose OGE’s proposed legal expense fund regulation as drafted. OGE should:


remove the exception that makes compliance with the regulation optional.
replace the proposed recusal requirement with a broader 5-year recusal
requirement that prevents donors of cash gifts from influencing decisions,
policies, or regulations affecting them or the industries in which they have
substantial interests.
remove the offensive example involving an accused sexual harasser.
place nonprofit charities (501(c)(3) organizations) on an equal footing with
large law firms by allowing them to hire legal counsel for whistleblowers.


Thank you for your attention to this important matter. Regards, Elizabeth 
Westmoreland
Citizen, United States of America


-- 
A. Elizabeth Westmoreland (she/her)
323-892-1849
aelizabethwest@gmail.com
boomkaartbooks.com



mailto:aelizabethwest@gmail.com

mailto:contactoge@oge.gov
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From: breck44
To: Contact OGE
Subject: Proposed Rule: Legal Expense Fund Regulation (RIN 3209-AA50)
Date: Thursday, June 16, 2022 4:02:49 PM


I oppose OGE’s proposed legal expense fund regulation as drafted. OGE should:


- remove the exception that makes compliance with the regulation optional; 


- replace the proposed recusal requirement with a broader 5-year recusal requirement that
prevents donors of cash gifts from influencing decisions, policies, or regulations affecting
them or the industries in which they have substantial interests; 


- remove the offensive example involving an accused sexual harasser; and


- place nonprofit charities (501(c)(3) organizations) on an equal footing with large law firms
by allowing them to hire legal counsel for whistleblowers.


Thank you
Breck Halpin



mailto:breck44@gmail.com

mailto:contactoge@oge.gov






From: Nicole VanHouten
To: Contact OGE
Subject: Proposed rule: legal expense fund regulation (RIN 3209 AA50)
Date: Thursday, June 16, 2022 4:19:11 PM


I oppose OGE’s proposed legal expense fund regulation as drafted. OGE should:
- remove the exception that makes compliance with the regulation optional;
- replace the proposed recusal requirement with a broader 5-year recusal requirement that
prevents donors of cash gifts from influencing decisions, policies, or regulations affecting
them or the industries in which they have substantial interests;
- remove the offensive example involving an accused sexual harasser; and
- place nonprofit charities (501(c)(3) organizations) on an equal footing with large law firms
by allowing them to hire legal counsel for whistleblowers.


Thank you,


Nicole Van Houten



mailto:n_vanhouten@hotmail.com

mailto:contactoge@oge.gov






From: SUZANNE MUCKLOW
To: Contact OGE
Subject: Proposed Rule: Legal Expense Fund Regulation (RIN 3209-AA50)
Date: Thursday, June 16, 2022 4:34:27 PM


Dear Sir or Madam:
 
I oppose OGE’s proposed legal expense fund regulation as drafted. OGE should:


·       remove the exception that makes compliance with the regulation optional;
replace the proposed recusal requirement with a broader 5-year recusal
requirement that prevents donors of cash gifts from influencing decisions,
policies, or regulations affecting them or the industries in which they have
substantial interests;
remove the offensive example involving an accused sexual harasser; and
place nonprofit charities (501(c)(3) organizations) on an equal footing with large
law firms by allowing them to hire legal counsel for whistleblowers.


 
The actions set forth above are not only important revisions, they are absolutely
essential given the ethical crisis our country is in today.  
 
Sincerely,
 
Suzanne M. Mucklow
Tampa, FL
 



mailto:suzymuck@verizon.net
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From: Louise Landry
To: Contact OGE
Subject: Proposed Rule: Legal Expense Fund Regulation (RIN 3209-AA50)
Date: Thursday, June 16, 2022 4:43:13 PM


To whom it may concern:


I oppose OGE’s proposed legal expense fund regulation as drafted. OGE should:
- remove the exception that makes compliance with the regulation optional;
- replace the proposed recusal requirement with a broader 5-year recusal requirement that
prevents donors of cash gifts from influencing decisions, policies, or regulations affecting
them or the industries in which they have substantial interests;
- remove the offensive example involving an accused sexual harasser; and
- place nonprofit charities (501(c)(3) organizations) on an equal footing with large law firms
by allowing them to hire legal counsel for whistleblowers.


Sincerely,
Louise Landry
201 Shell Beach Drive
Lake Charles, LA 70601





Sent from my iPhone



mailto:louise.landry@gmail.com

mailto:contactoge@oge.gov






From: Steph
To: Contact OGE
Subject: Proposed Rule: Legal Expense Fund Regulation (RIN 3209-AA50)
Date: Thursday, June 16, 2022 4:51:11 PM


I oppose OGE’s proposed legal expense fund regulation as drafted. OGE should:
- remove the exception that makes compliance with the regulation optional;
- replace the proposed recusal requirement with a broader 5-year recusal requirement that prevents donors of cash
gifts from influencing decisions, policies, or regulations affecting them or the industries in which they have
substantial interests;
- remove the offensive example involving an accused sexual harasser; and
- place nonprofit charities (501(c)(3) organizations) on an equal footing with large law firms by allowing them to
hire legal counsel for whistleblowers.


Stephanie Strand


Sent from my iPhone



mailto:strandfamily01075sh@gmail.com

mailto:contactoge@oge.gov






From: Thomas Dukes
To: Contact OGE
Subject: Proposed Rule: Legal Expense Fund Regulation (RIN 3209-AA50)
Date: Thursday, June 16, 2022 4:16:53 PM


 I oppose OGE’s proposed legal expense fund regulation as drafted.


OGE should:


- remove the exception that makes compliance with the regulation optional;


- replace the proposed recusal requirement with a broader 5-year recusal requirement that prevents donors of cash
gifts from influencing decisions, policies, or regulations affecting them or the industries in which they have
substantial interests;


- remove the offensive example involving an accused sexual harasser; and
- place nonprofit charities (501(c)(3) organizations) on an equal footing with large law firms by allowing them to
hire legal counsel for whistleblowers.


Thank you for your attention.


Thomas H. Dukes
512 Rittiman
San Antonio, TX 78209


Sent from my iPhone



mailto:tdukes01@icloud.com

mailto:contactoge@oge.gov






From: Ben Smith
To: Contact OGE
Subject: Proposed Rule: Legal Expense Fund Regulation (RIN 3209–AA50)
Date: Thursday, June 16, 2022 4:35:15 PM


I oppose OGE’s proposed legal expense fund regulation as drafted. OGE should:


1. remove the exception that makes compliance with the regulation optional;
2. replace the proposed recusal requirement with a broader 5-year recusal requirement that
prevents donors of cash gifts from influencing decisions, policies, or regulations affecting
them or the industries in which they have substantial interests;
3. Remove the offensive example involving an accused sexual harasser; and
place nonprofit charities (501(c)(3) organizations) on an equal footing with large law firms by
allowing them to hire legal counsel for whistleblowers.


Sincerely,
Benjamin Smith
Cooper City, FL, USA


Get Outlook for Android
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From: Kevin DeBorde
To: Contact OGE
Subject: Proposed Rule: Legal Expense Fund Regulation (RIN 3209-AA50)
Date: Thursday, June 16, 2022 4:12:43 PM


I oppose OGE’s proposed legal expense fund regulation as drafted. OGE should:
- remove the exception that makes compliance with the regulation optional;
- replace the proposed recusal requirement with a broader 5-year recusal requirement that
prevents donors of cash gifts from influencing decisions, policies, or regulations affecting
them or the industries in which they have substantial interests;
- remove the offensive example involving an accused sexual harasser; and
- place nonprofit charities (501(c)(3) organizations) on an equal footing with large law firms
by allowing them to hire legal counsel for whistleblowers.



mailto:kdd4esq@gmail.com

mailto:contactoge@oge.gov






From: Mia Trachinger
To: Contact OGE
Subject: Proposed Rule: Legal Expense Fund Regulation (RIN 3209-AA50
Date: Thursday, June 16, 2022 4:07:45 PM


To the rulemakers at the Office of Government Ethics,


I'm writing to say that I oppose OGE’s proposed legal expense fund regulation as drafted. 


OGE should:
- remove the exception that makes compliance with the regulation optional;
- replace the proposed recusal requirement with a broader 5-year recusal requirement that
prevents donors of cash gifts from influencing decisions, policies, or regulations affecting
them or the industries in which they have substantial interests;
- remove the offensive example involving an accused sexual harasser; and


- place nonprofit charities (501(c)(3) organizations) on an equal footing with large law
firms by allowing them to hire legal counsel for whistleblowers.


I'm sure you're aware that without making these changes the rule contains giant loopholes
that will allow for massive corruption. 


America deserves better than optional ethics for top officials. Please rewrite this rule and
make it better!


Thank you very much,
Mia Trachinger



mailto:mia@trachinger.com

mailto:contactoge@oge.gov






From: Bob Jensen
To: Contact OGE
Subject: Proposed Rule: Legal Expense Fund Regulation (RIN 3209-AA50)"
Date: Thursday, June 16, 2022 4:16:07 PM


I oppose OGE’s proposed legal expense fund regulation as drafted. OGE should:


- remove the exception that makes compliance with the regulation optional;


- replace the proposed recusal requirement with a broader 5-year recusal requirement that
prevents donors of cash gifts from influencing decisions, policies, or regulations affecting
them or the industries in which they have substantial interests;


- remove the offensive example involving an accused sexual harasser; and- place nonprofit
charities (501(c)(3) organizations) on an equal footing with large law firms by allowing them
to hire legal counsel for whistleblowers.


Thank you


Bob Jensen



mailto:Bob776@live.com

mailto:contactoge@oge.gov






From: lcs
To: Contact OGE
Subject: Proposed Rule: Legal Expense Fund Regulation (RIN 3209-AA50)
Date: Thursday, June 16, 2022 4:54:38 PM


 I oppose OGE’s proposed legal expense fund regulation as drafted. OGE should:
- remove the exception that makes compliance with the regulation optional;
- replace the proposed recusal requirement with a broader 5-year recusal requirement that prevents donors of cash
gifts from influencing decisions, policies, or regulations affecting them or the industries in which they have
substantial interests;
- remove the offensive example involving an accused sexual harasser; and
- place nonprofit charities (501(c)(3) organizations) on an equal footing with large law firms by allowing them to
hire legal counsel for whistleblowers.



mailto:lcs10@optonline.net

mailto:contactoge@oge.gov






From: jossettecarida@gmail.com
To: Contact OGE
Subject: Proposed Rule: Legal Expense Fund Regulation (RIN 3209-AA50)
Date: Thursday, June 16, 2022 4:42:56 PM


To the rulemakers at the Office of Government Ethics,


I'm writing to say that I oppose OGE’s proposed legal expense fund regulation as drafted.


OGE should:


- remove the exception that makes compliance with the regulation optional;


- replace the proposed recusal requirement with a broader 5-year recusal requirement that prevents donors of cash
gifts from influencing decisions, policies, or regulations affecting them or the industries in which they have
substantial interests;


- remove the offensive example involving an accused sexual harasser; and
- place nonprofit charities (501(c)(3) organizations) on an equal footing with large law firms by allowing them to
hire legal counsel for whistleblowers.


I'm sure you're aware that without making these changes the rule contains giant loopholes that will allow for
massive corruption. America deserves better than optional ethics for top officials. Please rewrite this rule and make
it better!


Thanks.
-J. Orozco



mailto:jossettecarida@gmail.com

mailto:contactoge@oge.gov






From: Ami Boshardt
To: Contact OGE
Subject: Proposed Rule: Legal Expense Fund Regulation (RIN 3209-AA50)
Date: Thursday, June 16, 2022 4:13:02 PM


I oppose OGE’s proposed legal expense fund regulation as drafted. 
OGE should:
- remove the exception that makes compliance with the regulation optional;
- replace the proposed recusal requirement with a broader 5-year recusal requirement that
prevents donors of cash gifts from influencing decisions, policies, or regulations affecting
them or the industries in which they have substantial interests;
- remove the offensive example involving an accused sexual harasser; and
- place nonprofit charities (501(c)(3) organizations) on an equal footing with large law firms
by allowing them to hire legal counsel for whistleblowers.



mailto:ami.boshardt@gmail.com

mailto:contactoge@oge.gov






From: Sonja Musser Golladay
To: Contact OGE
Subject: Proposed Rule: Legal Expense Fund Regulation (RIN 3209-AA50)
Date: Thursday, June 16, 2022 4:16:33 PM


I oppose OGE’s proposed legal expense fund regulation as drafted. OGE should: 


- remove the exception that makes compliance with the regulation optional;
- replace the proposed recusal requirement with a broader 5-year recusal requirement that
prevents donors of cash gifts from influencing decisions, policies, or regulations affecting them
or the industries in which they have substantial interests;
- remove the offensive example involving an accused sexual harasser; and - place nonprofit
charities (501(c)(3) organizations) on an equal footing with large law firms by allowing them to
hire legal counsel for whistleblowers.


Thank you,
Dr. Sonja Musser
Staunton, Virginia



mailto:smusser@hotmail.com

mailto:contactoge@oge.gov






From: Stephani Fulbright
To: Contact OGE
Subject: Proposed Rule: Legal Expense Fund Regulation (RIN 3209-AA50)
Date: Thursday, June 16, 2022 4:54:41 PM


To whom it may concern,


I oppose OGE's proposed legal expense fund regulation as drafted. OGE should:


-remove the exception that makes compliance with the regulation optional;


-replace the proposed recusal requirement with a broader5-year recusal requirement that
prevents donors of cash
gifts from influencing decisions, policies, or regulations affecting them or the industries in
which they have
substantial interests;


-remove the offensive example involving an accused
sexual harasser; 


-and place nonprofit charities (501(c)(3) organizations) on an
equal footing with large law firms by allowing them to hire
legal counsel for whistleblowers.


Regards,
S.Brooks
Sterling, VA



mailto:fbright7@icloud.com

mailto:contactoge@oge.gov






From: Carolee Angell
To: Contact OGE
Subject: OGE’s legal expense fund regulation
Date: Thursday, June 16, 2022 4:07:31 PM
Attachments: image.png
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Sent from my iPad







From: Michael Phelan
To: Contact OGE
Subject: Proposed Rule: Legal Expense Fund Regulation (RIN 3209–AA50)
Date: Thursday, June 16, 2022 4:35:08 PM


I oppose OGE’s proposed legal expense fund regulation as drafted.
OGE should:


- remove the exception that makes compliance with the
regulation optional;


-replace the proposed recusal requirement with a broader 5-
year recusal requirement that prevents donors of cash gifts
from influencing decisions, policies, or regulations affecting
them or the industries in which they have substantial
interests:


- remove the offensive example involving an accused sexual
harasser; and


-  place nonprofit charities (501(c)(3) organizations) on an
equal footing with large law firms by allowing them to hire
legal counsel for whistleblowers.


Michael



mailto:mvphelan2019@gmail.com
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From: Phil Ehresmann
To: Contact OGE
Subject: Proposed Rule: Legal Expense Fund Regulation (RIN 3209-AA50)
Date: Thursday, June 16, 2022 4:07:52 PM


To whom it may concern,


I oppose OGE’s proposed legal expense fund regulation as drafted. OGE should:


- remove the exception that makes compliance with the regulation optional;


- replace the proposed recusal requirement with a broader 5-year recusal requirement that
prevents donors of cash gifts from influencing decisions, policies, or regulations affecting
them or the industries in which they have substantial interests;


- remove the offensive example involving an accused sexual harasser; and


- place nonprofit charities (501(c)(3) organizations) on an equal footing with large law firms
by allowing them to hire legal counsel for whistleblowers.


Thank you, 
Phillip Ehresmann, citizen & taxpayer 



mailto:philehresmann@gmail.com

mailto:contactoge@oge.gov






From: magsruskin@gmail.com
To: Contact OGE
Subject: Proposed Rule: Legal Expense Fund Regulation (RIN 3209-AA50)
Date: Thursday, June 16, 2022 4:02:55 PM


Dear Sir or Madam


I oppose OGE's proposed legal expense fund regulation as drafted.  OGE
should:


 - remove the exception that makes compliance with the regulation
optional; 
 - replace the proposed recusal requirement with a broader 5-year recusal
requirement that prevents donors of cash gifts from influencing decisions,
policies, or regulations affecting them or the industries in which they have
substantial interests; 
 - remove the offensive example involving an accused sexual harasser;
and
 - place non-profit charities (503(c)(3) organizations on and equal footing
with large law firms by allowing them to hire legal counsel for
whistleblowers.


Regards,


Margaret ruskin



mailto:magsruskin@gmail.com

mailto:contactoge@oge.gov






From: Nancy
To: Contact OGE
Subject: Proposed Rule: Legal Expense Fund Regulation (RIN 3209-AA50)"
Date: Thursday, June 16, 2022 4:16:29 PM
Attachments: image0.png


Sent from my iPad



mailto:nasoltis@ameritech.net

mailto:contactoge@oge.gov








From: Susan McAbee
To: Contact OGE
Subject: Proposed Rule: Legal Expense Fund Regulation (RIN 3209-AA50)
Date: Thursday, June 16, 2022 4:35:53 PM


I oppose OGE’s proposed legal expense fund regulation as drafted. OGE should:
- remove the exception that makes compliance with the regulation optional;
- replace the proposed recusal requirement with a broader 5-year 
recusal requirement that prevents donors of cash gifts from 
influencing decisions, policies, or regulations affecting them or the 
industries in which they have substantial interests;
- remove the offensive example involving an accused sexual harasser; and
- place nonprofit charities (501(c)(3) organizations) on an equal 
footing with large law firms by allowing them to hire legal counsel 
for whistleblowers.


Susan McAbee



mailto:susan@mcabee.org

mailto:contactoge@oge.gov






From: Diane Hostetler
To: Contact OGE
Subject: "Proposed Rule: Legal Expense Fund Regulation (RIN 3209-AA50)"
Date: Thursday, June 16, 2022 4:14:06 PM


I oppose OGE’s proposed legal expense fund regulation as drafted. OGE should: - remove the
exception that makes compliance with the regulation optional;
- replace the proposed recusal requirement with a broader 5-year recusal requirement that
prevents donors of cash gifts from influencing decisions, policies, or regulations affecting
them or the industries in which they have substantial interests;
- remove the offensive example involving an accused sexual harasser; and - place nonprofit
charities (501(c)(3) organizations) on an equal footing with large law firms by allowing them
to hire legal counsel for whistleblowers.


Thank you for listening.
Diane Hostetler
Seattle WA



mailto:dianehostetler@mac.com

mailto:contactoge@oge.gov






From: Nancy Karter
To: Contact OGE
Subject: Proposed Rule: Legal Expense Fund Regulation (RIN 3209-AA50)
Date: Thursday, June 16, 2022 4:35:06 PM


Not only do I oppose OGE’s proposed legal expense fund regulation as drafted, OGE should:
- remove the exception that makes compliance with the regulation optional (this is insane!) ; - replace the proposed
recusal requirement with a broader 5-year recusal requirement that prevents donors of cash gifts from influencing
decisions, policies, or regulations affecting them or the industries in which they have substantial interests; - remove
the offensive example involving an accused sexual harasser; and
- place nonprofit charities (501(c)(3) organizations) on an equal footing with large law firms by allowing them to
hire legal counsel for whistleblowers.


I will add, the verbiage as it stands has infuriated me! This entire system needs cleaning up…NOT making things
worse! I’m begging you to PLEASE see the errors and correct them!


Thank you for your consideration.


Nancy Karter


Sent from my iPhone, I hope you have an awesome day!



mailto:bomber9996@msn.com

mailto:contactoge@oge.gov






From: S. A.D.
To: Contact OGE
Subject: “Proposed Rule: Legal Expense Fund Regulation (RIN 3209–AA50)”
Date: Thursday, June 16, 2022 4:32:14 PM


I oppose OGE’s proposed legal expense fund regulation as drafted.
OGE should:


remove the exception that makes compliance with the
regulation optional;
replace the proposed recusal requirement with a broader 5-
year recusal requirement that prevents donors of cash gifts
from influencing decisions, policies, or regulations affecting
them or the industries in which they have substantial interests;
remove the offensive example involving an accused sexual
harasser; and
place nonprofit charities (501(c)(3) organizations) on an equal
footing with large law firms by allowing them to hire legal
counsel for whistleblowers.


I am extremely disappointed in the notion that your office thinks
ethical behavior can be optional for public servants. There is nothing
more important for a representative of the federal government to
possess than high ethical standards. What is the purpose of having
an Office of Government Ethics if their recommendations are merely
suggestions? This needs to be changed.


Thank you,
Susan A. Darcy
1821 Capital Creek Drive #2106
Wake Forest, NC 27587



mailto:newsue4u@gmail.com

mailto:contactoge@oge.gov






From: Elizabeth D. Horton
To: Contact OGE; Veda E. Marshall
Subject: Press
Date: Thursday, June 16, 2022 4:53:18 PM


Good afternoon.
 
I will be out tomorrow. Please forward any press inquiries to Patrick Shepherd. Thank you.
 


Liz
 
Elizabeth D. Horton
Associate Counsel, Legal, External Affairs and Performance Branch
Program Counsel Division
U.S. Office of Government Ethics
(202) 482-9211
Elizabeth.Horton@oge.gov
 
Visit OGE’s website: www.oge.gov
Follow OGE on Twitter: @OfficeGovEthics
 



mailto:edhorton@oge.gov

mailto:contactoge@oge.gov

mailto:vemarsha@oge.gov

mailto:Elizabeth.Horton@oge.gov
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From: Mary Beth Waite
To: Contact OGE
Subject: Proposed Rule: Legal Expense Fund Regulation (RIN 3209-AA50)
Date: Thursday, June 16, 2022 4:23:26 PM


 I oppose OGE’s proposed legal expense fund regulation as drafted. OGE should:
- remove the exception that makes compliance with the regulation optional;
- replace the proposed recusal requirement with a broader 5-year recusal requirement that
prevents donors of cash gifts from influencing decisions, policies, or regulations affecting
them or the industries in which they have substantial interests;
- remove the offensive example involving an accused sexual harasser; and
- place nonprofit charities (501(c)(3) organizations) on an equal footing with large law firms
by allowing them to hire legal counsel for whistleblowers.


Mary Beth Waite
Sent from my iPhone 



mailto:marybeth.waite@gmail.com

mailto:contactoge@oge.gov






From: Hampton Stevens
To: Contact OGE
Subject: Proposed Rule: Legal Expense Fund Regulation (RIN 3209-AA50)
Date: Thursday, June 16, 2022 4:18:23 PM


I oppose OGE’s proposed legal expense fund regulation as drafted. OGE should:
- remove the exception that makes compliance with the regulation optional;
- replace the proposed recusal requirement with a broader 5-year recusal requirement that
prevents donors of cash gifts from influencing decisions, policies, or regulations affecting
them or the industries in which they have substantial interests;
- remove the offensive example involving an accused sexual harasser; and
- place nonprofit charities (501(c)(3) organizations) on an equal footing with large law firms
by allowing them to hire legal counsel for whistleblowers.



mailto:seventhpostman@gmail.com

mailto:contactoge@oge.gov






From: Katie Heinrich
To: Contact OGE
Subject: Proposed Rule: Legal Expense Fund Regulation (RIN 3209-AA50)
Date: Thursday, June 16, 2022 4:51:57 PM


We’ve seen what happens when regulations are options (or when no one holds leaders to the regulations that do exist. Because of that:



mailto:ktheinrich@outlook.com

mailto:contactoge@oge.gov






From: Vera
To: Contact OGE
Subject: Proposed Rule: Legal Expense Fund Regulation (RIN 3209-AA50)
Date: Thursday, June 16, 2022 4:26:30 PM


I oppose OGE's proposed legal expense fund regulation as
drafted. OGE should:
remove the exception that makes compliance with the
regulation optional;
replace the proposed recusal requirement with a broader
5-year recusal requirement that prevents donors of cash
gifts from influencing decisions, policies, or regulations
affecting them or the industries in which they have
substantial interests;
remove the offensive example involving an accused
sexual harasser; and
place nonprofit charities (501(c)(3) organizations) on an
equal footing with large law firms by allowing them to hire
legal counsel for whistleblowers.


Sincerely,
Vera Romagnoli 
Sent from myMail for iOS



mailto:vlsrom@yahoo.com

mailto:contactoge@oge.gov






From: Reba Bishoff
To: Contact OGE
Subject: Proposed Rule: Legal Expense Fund Regulation (RIN 3209-AA50)
Date: Thursday, June 16, 2022 4:08:34 PM
Attachments: 33AA4354-E43D-4112-8675-8A7C7EDD8B83.png


Respectfully,
Reba L. Bishoff
421 James Street
Marblehead, Ohio 43440
rlbishoff@gmail.com
419-341-5229


-- 
Sent from Gmail Mobile



mailto:rlbishoff@gmail.com

mailto:contactoge@oge.gov

mailto:rlbishoff@gmail.com








From: Livia Genest Marshall
To: Contact OGE
Subject: Proposed Rule: Legal Expense Fund Regulation (RIN 3209. AA50)
Date: Thursday, June 16, 2022 4:49:20 PM


I oppose OGE's proposed legal expense fund regulation as drafted. OGE should:


- Remove the exception that makes compliance with the regulation optional;


- Replace the proposed recusal requirement with a broader 5-year recusal requirement that
prevents donors of cash gifts from influencing decisions, policies, or regulations affecting
them or the industries in which they have substantial interests;


- Remove the offensive example involving an accused sexual harasser; and place nonprofit
charities (501(c)(3) organizations) on an equal footing with large law firms by allowing them
to hire legal counsel for whistleblowers.


Please restore our faith in our government, that should be by and for the people. 


Very sincerely yours, 


Livia Marshall 
Metairie, LA 



mailto:liviagenest@gmail.com

mailto:contactoge@oge.gov






From: Scott Bingham
To: Contact OGE
Subject: Proposed Rule: Legal Expense Fund Regulation (RIN 3209-AA50)
Date: Thursday, June 16, 2022 4:34:24 PM


To the rulemakers at the Office of Government Ethics,
I'm writing to say that I oppose OGE’s proposed legal expense fund regulation as drafted.
OGE should:


Remove the exception that makes compliance with the regulation optional;
Replace the proposed recusal requirement with a broader 5-year recusal requirement
that prevents donors of cash gifts from influencing decisions, policies, or regulations
affecting them or the industries in which they have substantial interests;
Remove the offensive example involving an accused sexual harasser; and
Place nonprofit charities (501(c)(3) organizations) on an equal footing with large law
firms by allowing them to hire legal counsel for whistleblowers.


I'm sure you're aware that without making these changes the rule contains giant loopholes
that will allow for massive corruption. Please close them! America deserves better than
optional ethics for our top officials. Thank you very much.


Sincerely,


Scott Bingham & John Rahaim
68 Center Street
P.O. Box 951
Ashburnham, MA 01430-6951



mailto:comfortzones@earthlink.net

mailto:contactoge@oge.gov






From: Keri taff
To: Contact OGE
Subject: Proposed Rule: Legal Expense Fund Regulation (RIN 3209-AA50)
Date: Thursday, June 16, 2022 4:43:30 PM


To whom this may concern,


I oppose OGE’s proposed legal expense fund regulation as drafted. OGE should:
- remove the exception that makes compliance with the regulation optional;
- replace the proposed recusal requirement with a broader 5-year recusal requirement that prevents donors of cash
gifts from influencing decisions, policies, or regulations affecting them or the industries in which they have
substantial interests;
- remove the offensive example involving an accused sexual harasser; and
- place nonprofit charities (501(c)(3) organizations) on an equal footing with large law firms by allowing them to
hire legal counsel for whistleblowers.


Thank you for your time and consideration


Keri Taff


Sent from my iPhone



mailto:keri@ktaffgraphics.com

mailto:contactoge@oge.gov






From: Julie Olson
To: Contact OGE
Subject: Proposed Rule: Legal Expense Fund Regulation (RIN 3209-AA50)
Date: Thursday, June 16, 2022 4:42:41 PM


To the rulemakers at the Office of Government Ethics,


I'm writing to say that I oppose OGE’s proposed legal expense fund regulation as drafted.


OGE should:


- remove the exception that makes compliance with the regulation optional;


- replace the proposed recusal requirement with a broader 5-year recusal requirement that prevents donors of cash
gifts from influencing decisions, policies, or regulations affecting them or the industries in which they have
substantial interests;


- remove the offensive example involving an accused sexual harasser; and
- place nonprofit charities (501(c)(3) organizations) on an equal footing with large law firms by allowing them to
hire legal counsel for whistleblowers.


I'm sure you're aware that without making these changes the rule contains giant loopholes that will allow for
massive corruption. America deserves better than optional ethics for top officials. Please rewrite this rule and make
it better!


Thanks.


Sent from Julie’s iPad



mailto:Julie@nickolson.net

mailto:contactoge@oge.gov






From: Chris Cozadd
To: Contact OGE
Subject: Proposed Rule: Legal Expense Fund Regulation (RIN 3209-AA50)
Date: Thursday, June 16, 2022 4:50:28 PM


I write to express my dissatisfaction with the proposed legal expense fund regulation as drafted. 


How can an ethics rule be taken seriously, if compliance with the regulation is made optional? This
exception must be removed.


The proposed recusal requirement does not go far enough. I would support a 5-year recusal requirement
that prevents cash donors from influencing decisions, policies, or regulations affecting them or industries
in which they have substantial interests.


Please place nonprofit charities on an equal footing with large law firms by allowing them to hire legal
counsel for whistleblowers.


Please help restore faith in our government by making these changes.


Thanks,
    Christine Cozadd



mailto:cecozadd@gmail.com

mailto:contactoge@oge.gov






From: Wendy Delumpa
To: Contact OGE
Subject: Proposed Rule: Legal Expense Fund Regulation (RIN 3209-AA50)
Date: Thursday, June 16, 2022 4:02:22 PM


I oppose OGE's proposed legal expense fund regulation as drafted. OGE should:


remove the exception that makes compliance with the regulation optional.
replace the proposed recusal requirement with a broader 5-year recusal requirement that
prevents donors of cash gifts from influencing decisions, policies, or regulations
affecting them or the industries in which they have substantial interests.
remove the offensive example involving an accused sexual harasser; and
place nonprofit charities (501(c)(3) organizations) on an equal footing with large law
firms by allowing them to hire legal counsel for whistleblowers.



mailto:delumpa.wendy@gmail.com

mailto:contactoge@oge.gov






From: Ann Marie McNamara
To: Contact OGE
Subject: Proposed Rule: Legal Expense Fund Regulation (RIN 3209-AA50)
Date: Thursday, June 16, 2022 4:27:49 PM


To whom it may concern:


I oppose OGE’s proposed legal expense fund regulation as drafted. OGE should:


remove the exception that makes compliance with the regulation optional;
replace the proposed recusal requirement with a broader 5-year recusal requirement that
prevents donors of cash gifts from influencing decisions, policies, or regulations
affecting them or the industries in which they have substantial interests;
remove the offensive example involving an accused sexual harasser; and
place nonprofit charities (501(c)(3) organizations) on an equal footing with large law
firms by allowing them to hire legal counsel for whistleblowers.


Thank you, 


Ann Marie McNamara
Voter and resident of Illinois



mailto:annmariemc@gmail.com

mailto:contactoge@oge.gov






From: Miriam Sivak
To: Contact OGE
Subject: Proposed Rule: Legal Expense Fund Regulation (RIN 3209-AA50)
Date: Thursday, June 16, 2022 4:21:54 PM


To the rulemakers at the Office of Government Ethics,


I'm writing to say that I oppose OGE’s proposed legal expense fund regulation as drafted.


OGE should:


- remove the exception that makes compliance with the regulation optional;


- replace the proposed recusal requirement with a broader 5-year recusal requirement that prevents donors of cash
gifts from influencing decisions, policies, or regulations affecting them or the industries in which they have
substantial interests;


- remove the offensive example involving an accused sexual harasser; and
- place nonprofit charities (501(c)(3) organizations) on an equal footing with large law firms by allowing them to
hire legal counsel for whistleblowers.


I'm sure you're aware that without making these changes the rule contains giant loopholes that will allow for
massive corruption. America deserves better than optional ethics for top officials. Please rewrite this rule and make
it better!


Thanks.


Lara



mailto:thaione@aol.com

mailto:contactoge@oge.gov






From: -C-
To: Contact OGE
Subject: Proposed Rule: Legal Expense Fund Regulation (RIN 3209-AA50)
Date: Thursday, June 16, 2022 4:03:41 PM


I oppose OGE’s proposed legal expense fund regulation as drafted. OGE should:
- remove the exception that makes compliance with the regulation optional;
- replace the proposed recusal requirement with a broader 5-year recusal requirement that
prevents donors of cash gifts from influencing decisions, policies, or regulations affecting
them or the industries in which they have substantial interests;
- remove the offensive example involving an accused sexual harasser; and
- place nonprofit charities (501(c)(3) organizations) on an equal footing with large law firms
by allowing them to hire legal counsel for whistleblowers.


-- 
Sent from my Android device with K-9 Mail. Please excuse my brevity.



mailto:cedrocket@netscape.net

mailto:contactoge@oge.gov






From: Sarah Royal
To: Contact OGE
Subject: Proposed Rule: Legal Expense Fund Regulation (RIN 3209-AA50)
Date: Thursday, June 16, 2022 4:14:26 PM


Hello,


I am writing because I oppose OGE’s proposed legal expense fund regulation as drafted. 


I believe that you should remove the exception that makes compliance with the regulation
optional first and foremost.


Furthermore, please replace the proposed recusal requirement with a broader 5-year recusal
requirement that prevents donors of cash gifts from influencing decisions, policies, or
regulations affecting them or the industries in which they have substantial interests, and
place nonprofit charities (501(c)(3) organizations) on an equal footing with large law firms by
allowing them to hire legal counsel for whistleblowers.


This is essential. 


Thank you for your time,


Sarah Royal
Brooklyn, NY
sarah.royal@gmail.com



mailto:sarah.royal@gmail.com

mailto:contactoge@oge.gov

mailto:sarah.royal@gmail.com






From: christy sander
To: Contact OGE
Subject: Proposed Rule: Legal Expense Fund Regulation (RIN 3209-AA50)
Date: Thursday, June 16, 2022 4:55:52 PM


To Whom It May Concern,
 
I oppose OGE’s proposed legal expense fund regulation as drafted. OGE should:
- remove the exception that makes compliance with the regulation optional; 


-replace the proposed recusal requirement with a broader 5-year recusal requirement that
prevents donors of cash gifts from influencing decisions, policies, or regulations affecting
them or the industries in which they have substantial interests;


- remove the offensive example involving an accused sexual harasser; and - place nonprofit
charities (501(c)(3) organizations) on an equal footing with large law firms by allowing them
to hire legal counsel for whistleblowers.


Thank you for your time,
Christy Sander



mailto:christysander17@gmail.com

mailto:contactoge@oge.gov






From: David Salmansohn
To: Contact OGE
Subject: Proposed Rule: Legal Expense Fund Regulation (RIN 3209-AA50)
Date: Thursday, June 16, 2022 4:42:14 PM


I oppose OGE’s proposed legal expense fund regulation as drafted.  OGE should:


Remove the exception that makes compliance with the regulation optional;
Replace the proposed recusal requirement with a broader 5-year recusal requirement
that prevents donors of cash gifts from influencing decisions, policies, or regulations
affecting them or the industries in which they have substantial interests;
Remove the offensive example involving an accused sexual harasser;
Place nonprofit charities (501(c)(3) organizations) on an equal footing with large law
firms by allowing them to hire legal counsel for whistleblowers.


Optional ethics only apply to the ethical.  In order for this to have any teeth, it must be
mandatory.


Thank you,
David Salmansohn



mailto:david@salmansohn.com

mailto:contactoge@oge.gov






From: pandkdimarco@cox.net
To: Contact OGE
Subject: "Proposed Rule: Legal Expense Fund Regulation (RIN 3209-AA50)"
Date: Thursday, June 16, 2022 4:01:31 PM
Attachments: image001.png


 
Paul DiMarco
5425 Club Head Road
Virginia Beach, Va. 23455
 



mailto:pandkdimarco@cox.net

mailto:contactoge@oge.gov








From: Julie Kidd
To: Contact OGE
Subject: Proposed Rule: Legal Expense Fund Regulation (RIN. 3209-AA50)
Date: Thursday, June 16, 2022 4:15:14 PM
Attachments: image.png


Sent from my iPad



mailto:juliekidd@sonic.net

mailto:contactoge@oge.gov








From: Donna Altimari Adler
To: Contact OGE
Subject: Proposed Rule: Legal Expense Fund Regulation (RIN 3209–AA50)”
Date: Thursday, June 16, 2022 4:56:18 PM


Dear OGE Rule Makers: 


Please do not aid corruption in government. 


I oppose OGE’s proposed legal expense fund regulation as drafted.
OGE should:


remove the exception that makes compliance with the
regulation optional;
replace the proposed recusal requirement with a broader 5-year
recusal requirement that prevents donors of cash gifts from
influencing decisions, policies, or regulations affecting them or
the industries in which they have substantial interests;
remove the offensive example involving an accused sexual
harasser; and
place nonprofit charities (501(c)(3) organizations) on an equal
footing with large law firms by allowing them to hire legal
counsel for whistleblowers.


If we’re ever going to root out corruption and hold those in power accountable for
unethical practices, it won’t happen by giving them the ability to opt out.


Donna M. Adler 


Donna M. Adler
448 Raintree Ct., 3E
Glen Ellyn, IL 60137
(630) 515-9273
(307) 640-9637



mailto:donnaaltimari@comcast.net

mailto:contactoge@oge.gov






From: Cathy Tucker
To: Contact OGE
Subject: “Proposed Rule: Legal Expense Fund Regulation (RIN 3209-AA50)"
Date: Thursday, June 16, 2022 4:08:02 PM


I oppose OGE's proposed legal expense fund regulation as
drafted. OGE should:
remove the exception that makes compliance with the
regulation optional;
replace the proposed recusal requirement with a broader
5-year recusal requirement that prevents donors of cash
gifts from influencing decisions, policies, or regulations
affecting them or the industries in which they have
substantial interests;
remove the offensive example involving an accused
sexual harasser; and
place nonprofit charities (501(c)(3) organizations) on an
equal footing with large law firms by allowing them to hire
legal counsel for whistleblowers. Sent from my iPhone



mailto:catuck777@gmail.com

mailto:contactoge@oge.gov






From: Cherie Dunwoody
To: Contact OGE
Subject: Proposed Rule: Legal Expense Fund Regulation (RIN 3209-AA50)
Date: Thursday, June 16, 2022 4:33:46 PM


I oppose OGE’s proposed legal expense fund regulation as drafted. OGE should:
- remove the exception that makes compliance with the regulation optional; 
- replace the proposed recusal requirement with a broader 5-year recusal requirement that prevents
donors of cash gifts from influencing decisions, policies, or regulations affecting them or the industries in
which they have substantial interests; 
- remove the offensive example involving an accused sexual harasser; and
- place nonprofit charities (501(c)(3) organizations) on an equal footing with large law firms by allowing
them to hire legal counsel for whistleblowers.


Cherie Dunwoody



mailto:cheriedunwoody@yahoo.com

mailto:contactoge@oge.gov






From: AARON LANG
To: Contact OGE
Subject: Proposed Rule: Legal Expense Fund Regulation (RIN 3209-AA50)
Date: Thursday, June 16, 2022 4:08:46 PM


I oppose OGE’s proposed legal expense fund regulation as drafted. OGE should:


- remove the exception that makes compliance with the regulation optional 


- replace the proposed recusal requirement with a broader 5-year recusal requirement
that prevents donors of cash gifts from influencing decisions, policies, or regulations
affecting them or the industries in which they have substantial interests


- remove the offensive example involving an accused sexual harasser;


- place nonprofit charities (501(c)(3) organizations) on an equal footing with large law
firms by allowing them to hire legal counsel for whistleblowers.



mailto:aaron.lang@comcast.net

mailto:contactoge@oge.gov






From: Catherine Ellenwood
To: Contact OGE
Subject: Proposed Rule: Legal Expense Fund Regulation (RIN 3209-AA50)
Date: Thursday, June 16, 2022 4:35:58 PM


I oppose OGE’s proposed legal expense fund regulation as drafter. OGE should:


remove the exception that makes compliance with the regulation optional
Replace the proposed recusal requirement with a broader 5-year recusal requirement that prevents 
donors of cash gift from influencing decisions, policies, or regulations affecting them or the 
industries in which they have substantial interests
Remove the offensive example involving accused sexual harasser
Place non profit charities (501(c)(3) organizations) on an equal footing with large law firms by 
allowing them to hire legal counsel for whistleblowers.


Sincerely,


Catherine Ellenwood



mailto:cathyeb2011@me.com

mailto:contactoge@oge.gov






From: Rick Whitwood
To: Contact OGE
Subject: Proposed Rule: Legal Expense Fund Regulation (RIN 3209-AA50)
Date: Thursday, June 16, 2022 4:45:16 PM


Hello,


I oppose OGE’s proposed legal expense fund regulation as drafted. OGE should:
- remove the exception that makes compliance with the regulation optional;
- replace the proposed recusal requirement with a broader 5-year recusal requirement that prevents donors of cash
gifts from influencing decisions, policies, or regulations affecting them or the industries in which they have
substantial interests;
- remove the offensive example involving an accused sexual harasser; and
- place nonprofit charities (501(c)(3) organizations) on an equal footing with large law firms by allowing them to
hire legal counsel for whistleblowers.


Thanks,
Rick Whitwood



mailto:rwhitwood@gmail.com

mailto:contactoge@oge.gov






From: kingmax22181@aol.com
To: Contact OGE
Subject: Proposed Rule: Legal Expense Fund Regulation (RIN 3209-AA50)
Date: Thursday, June 16, 2022 4:02:35 PM


Hello, 


I oppose OGE’s proposed legal expense fund regulation as drafted. OGE should: - remove the exception
that makes compliance with the regulation optional;
- replace the proposed recusal requirement with a broader 5-year recusal requirement that prevents
donors of cash gifts from influencing decisions, policies, or regulations affecting them or the industries in
which they have substantial interests;
- remove the offensive example involving an accused sexual harasser; and - place nonprofit charities
(501(c)(3) organizations) on an equal footing with large law firms by allowing them to hire legal counsel
for whistleblowers.


Max



mailto:kingmax22181@aol.com

mailto:contactoge@oge.gov






From: Catherine Burris
To: Contact OGE
Subject: Proposed Rule: Legal Expense Fund Regulation (RIN 3209-AA50)
Date: Thursday, June 16, 2022 4:52:23 PM


I oppose OGE’s proposed legal expense fund regulation as drafted. OGE should: 
- remove the exception that makes compliance with the regulation optional;
 - replace the proposed recusal requirement with a broader 5-year recusal requirement that
prevents donors of cash gifts from influencing decisions, policies, or regulations affecting
them or the industries in which they have substantial interests;  
- remove the offensive example involving an accused sexual harasser; and - place nonprofit
charities (501(c)(3) organizations) on an equal footing with large law firms by allowing them
to hire legal counsel for whistleblowers.



mailto:drcatherineburris@gmail.com

mailto:contactoge@oge.gov






From: D Heitman
To: Contact OGE
Subject: Proposed Rule: Legal Expense Fund Regulation (RIN 3209–AA50)”
Date: Thursday, June 16, 2022 4:07:25 PM


I don't understand why this agency is proposing to weaken current


regulations regarding ethics. This is wrong in every way.  Please do


not adopt these new regulations. 


I oppose OGE’s proposed legal expense fund regulation as drafted.


OGE should:


remove the exception that makes compliance with the


regulation optional;


replace the proposed recusal requirement with a broader 5-


year recusal requirement that prevents donors of cash gifts


from influencing decisions, policies, or regulations affecting


them or the industries in which they have substantial interests;


remove the offensive example involving an accused sexual


harasser; and


place nonprofit charities (501(c)(3) organizations) on an equal


footing with large law firms by allowing them to hire legal


counsel for whistleblowers.



mailto:daheitman339@gmail.com

mailto:contactoge@oge.gov





Sincerely


Deidre Heitman
339 Marlow Drive
Oakland CA 94605








From: Antoinette P
To: Contact OGE
Subject: Proposed Rule: Legal Expense Fund Regulation (RIN 3209-AA50)
Date: Thursday, June 16, 2022 4:44:33 PM


I oppose OGE’s proposed legal expense fund regulation as drafted. OGE should:
- remove the exception that makes compliance with the regulation optional;
- replace the proposed recusal requirement with a broader 5-year recusal requirement that
prevents donors of cash gifts from influencing decisions, policies, or regulations affecting
them or the industries in which they have substantial interests;
- remove the offensive example involving an accused sexual harasser; and
- place nonprofit charities (501(c)(3) organizations) on an equal footing with large law firms
by allowing them to hire legal counsel for whistleblowers.


An optional ethics rule is antithetical to accountability and integrity. 



mailto:aepanico@gmail.com
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From: Jason Brice
To: Contact OGE
Subject: Proposed Rule: Legal Expense Fund Regulation (RIN 3209-AA50)
Date: Thursday, June 16, 2022 4:15:19 PM


I oppose OGE's proposed legal expense fund regulation as drafted. OGE should:


 * remove the exception that makes compliance with the regulation optional;
 * replace the proposed recusal requirement with a broader 5-year recusal requirement that
prevents donors of cash gifts from influencing decisions, policies, or regulations affecting
them or the industries in which they have substantial interests;
 * remove the offensive example involving an accused sexual harasser: and 
 * place nonprofit charities (501(c)(3) organizations) on an equal footing with large law firms
by allowing them to hire legal counsel for whistleblowers.


Respectfully, 
Jason Brice



mailto:jlbrice@gmail.com
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From: John Hatchett
To: Contact OGE
Subject: Proposed Rule: Legal Expense Fund Regulation (RIN 3209-AA50)
Date: Thursday, June 16, 2022 4:58:08 PM


I oppose OGE’s proposed legal expense fund regulation as drafted. OGE should:
- remove the exception that makes compliance with the regulation optional;
- replace the proposed recusal requirement with a broader 5-year recusal requirement that
prevents donors of cash gifts from influencing decisions, policies, or regulations affecting
them or the industries in which they have substantial interests;
- remove the offensive example involving an accused sexual harasser; and
- place nonprofit charities (501(c)(3) organizations) on an equal footing with large law firms
by allowing them to hire legal counsel for whistleblowers.
-- 
“Life is short and we never have enough time for the hearts of those who travel the way with us. O, be swift to love! Make haste to be
kind.” 
― Henri-Frédéric Amiel
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From: Kellie Doucet
To: Contact OGE
Subject: Corruption, Ethics Rules (or lack of)
Date: Thursday, June 16, 2022 4:44:24 PM


 I oppose OGE’s proposed legal expense fund regulation as drafted. OGE should:


- remove the exception that makes compliance with the regulation optional;


- replace the proposed recusal requirement with a broader 5-year recusal requirement that prevents donors of cash
gifts from influencing decisions, policies, or regulations affecting them or the industries in which they have
substantial interests;


- remove the offensive example involving an accused sexual harasser; and
- place nonprofit charities (501(c)(3) organizations) on an equal footing with large law firms by allowing them to
hire legal counsel for whistleblowers.


Kellie Doucet
kelliedoucet@gmail.com


Sent from my iPhone



mailto:kelliedoucet@gmail.com
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From: bmerryman@socal.rr.com
To: Contact OGE
Subject: Proposed Rule: Legal Expense Fund Regulation (RIN 3209-AA50)
Date: Thursday, June 16, 2022 4:11:51 PM


It is very important that the Office of Government Ethics do more to fight corruption. Government
ethics rules for top officials shouldn’t be optional. Thus, I oppose OGE’s proposed legal expense fund
regulation as drafted. OGE should:


remove the exception that makes compliance with the regulation optional;
replace the proposed recusal requirement with a broader 5-year recusal requirement that
prevents donors of cash gifts from influencing decisions, policies, or regulations affecting them or
the industries in which they have substantial interests;
remove the offensive example involving an accused sexual harasser;
place nonprofit charities (501(c)(3) organizations) on an equal footing with large law firms by
allowing them to hire legal counsel for whistleblowers.


 
Thank you,
Betsy Merryman
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From: Christina Godfrey
To: Contact OGE
Subject: Proposed Rule: Legal Expense Fund Regulation (RIN 3209-AA50)
Date: Thursday, June 16, 2022 4:05:09 PM


I oppose OGE’s proposed legal expense fund regulation as drafted. 


OGE should: 
- remove the exception that makes compliance with the regulation optional;
- replace the proposed recusal requirement with a broader 5-year recusal requirement that
prevents donors of cash gifts from influencing decisions, policies, or regulations affecting
them or the industries in which they have substantial interests;
- remove the offensive example involving an accused sexual harasser; and - place nonprofit
charities (501(c)(3) organizations) on an equal footing with large law firms by allowing them
to hire legal counsel for whistleblowers.


Regards,
Christina Y. Godfrey, Esq. 



mailto:cycarroll@gmail.com
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From: Darla Crownhart 567-674-0765
To: Contact OGE
Subject: Proposed Rule: Legal Expense Fund Regulation (RIN 3209-AA50)
Date: Thursday, June 16, 2022 4:19:17 PM


I oppose OGE’s proposed legal expense fund regulation as drafted. OGE should:
- remove the exception that makes compliance with the regulation optional;
- replace the proposed recusal requirement with a broader 5-year recusal requirement that
prevents donors of cash gifts from influencing decisions, policies, or regulations affecting
them or the industries in which they have substantial interests;
- remove the offensive example involving an accused sexual harasser; and
- place nonprofit charities (501(c)(3) organizations) on an equal footing with large law firms
by allowing them to hire legal counsel for whistleblowers.
-- 
Darla Crownhart, Broker
Crownhouse Realty Services
Cell:567-674-0765



mailto:darlacrownhart@gmail.com
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From: Cecelia Baty
To: Contact OGE
Subject: Proposed Rule: Legal Expense Fund Regulation (RIN 3209-AA50)
Date: Thursday, June 16, 2022 4:07:15 PM


I oppose OGE’s proposed legal expense fund regulation as drafted. OGE should: - remove the
exception that makes compliance with the regulation optional;
- replace the proposed recusal requirement with a broader 5-year recusal requirement that
prevents donors of cash gifts from influencing decisions, policies, or regulations affecting
them or the industries in which they have substantial interests;
- remove the offensive example involving an accused sexual harasser; and - place nonprofit
charities (501(c)(3) organizations) on an equal footing with large law firms by allowing them
to hire legal counsel for whistleblowers.


Cecelia Baty



mailto:batyfamily@me.com
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From: Jen Shelton
To: Contact OGE
Subject: Proposed rule: legal expense fund regulation (RIN 3209-AA50)
Date: Thursday, June 16, 2022 4:27:33 PM


I am writing to ask for revisions to your proposed rule on legal expense funds. First, following the rule should not be
optional. This will ensure that all government employees play by the same rule. Second, public interest groups
should be able to support whistleblowers on the same basis as large law firms can provide support. I also ask for a
longer recusal period, such as five years, to help insulate decision-making from donor influence. Finally, your rule
uses an offensive example of a person accused of sexual harassment. I am sure you can find a better example than
this.


Sincerely,


Jen Shelton
Lubbock, TX



mailto:jenshelton@mac.com
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From: Matt Macellaio
To: Contact OGE
Subject: Proposed Rule: Legal Expense Fund Regulation (RIN 3209-AA50)
Date: Thursday, June 16, 2022 4:05:47 PM


I oppose OGE’s proposed legal expense fund regulation as drafted. OGE should:


- remove the exception that makes compliance with the regulation optional;


- replace the proposed recusal requirement with a broader 5-year recusal requirement that
prevents donors of cash gifts from influencing decisions, policies, or regulations affecting
them or the industries in which they have substantial interests;


- remove the offensive example involving an accused sexual harasser, where the text
emphasizes that a senior military officer who is being court martialed for sexual harassment
can raise funds to fight the accusations; and


- place nonprofit charities (501(c)(3) organizations) on an equal footing with large law firms
by allowing them to hire legal counsel for whistleblowers.


Matthew Macellaio 
New York City, NY 



mailto:mattmac13@gmail.com
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From: Cynthia Baute
To: Contact OGE
Subject: Proposed Rule: Legal Expense Fund Regulation (RIN 3209-AA50)
Date: Thursday, June 16, 2022 4:48:04 PM


To the rulemakers at the Office of Government Ethics,


I'm writing to say that I oppose OGE’s proposed legal expense fund regulation as
drafted.


OGE should:


- remove the exception that makes compliance with the regulation optional;


- replace the proposed recusal requirement with a broader 5-year recusal
requirement that prevents donors of cash gifts from influencing decisions, policies,
or regulations affecting them or the industries in which they have substantial
interests;


- remove the offensive example involving an accused sexual harasser; and


- place nonprofit charities (501(c)(3) organizations) on an equal footing with large
law firms by allowing them to hire legal counsel for whistleblowers.


I'm sure you're aware that without making these changes the rule contains giant
loopholes that will allow for massive corruption. America deserves better than
optional ethics for top officials. Please rewrite this rule and make it better!


Cynthia Baute



mailto:cabaute@gmail.com
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From: Brian Mankinen
To: Contact OGE
Cc: Jayapal.Casework@mail.house.gov; WA07JP.Outreach@mail.house.gov
Subject: Proposed Rule: Legal Expense Fund Regulation (RIN 3209-AA50)
Date: Thursday, June 16, 2022 4:19:39 PM


I oppose OGE’s proposed legal expense fund regulation as drafted. OGE should:
- remove the exception that makes compliance with the regulation optional;
- replace the proposed recusal requirement with a broader 5-year recusal requirement that prevents donors of cash
gifts from influencing decisions, policies, or regulations affecting them or the industries in which they have
substantial interests;
- remove the offensive example involving an accused sexual harasser; and
- place nonprofit charities (501(c)(3) organizations) on an equal footing with large law firms by allowing them to
hire legal counsel for whistleblowers.



mailto:brianmankinen@yahoo.com
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From: Brian LoCicero
To: Contact OGE
Subject: Proposed Rule: Legal Expense Fund Regulation (RIN 3209-AA50)
Date: Thursday, June 16, 2022 4:49:04 PM


I oppose OGE’s proposed legal expense fund regulation as drafted. OGE should:


1)     remove the exception that makes compliance with the regulation optional;
2)     replace the proposed recusal requirement with a broader 5-year recusal requirement that
prevents donors of cash gifts from influencing decisions, policies, or regulations affecting them or
the industries in which they have substantial interests;
3)     remove the offensive example involving an accused sexual harasser; and
4)     place nonprofit charities (501(c)(3) organizations) on an equal footing with large law firms by
allowing them to hire legal counsel for whistleblowers.


After what we have seen happen over the last 6-10 years with big money corruption in the United States,
making this optional is simply ludacris.  


Citizens United has already done massive damage to the credibility of our elected officials. The fact that
Congress continues to hem and haw over tighter restrictions on insider trading amongst elected officials,
continues to show that those elected cannot be trusted to self-govern when it comes to ethics in public
office.


DO YOUR JOBS and do NOT make this OPTIONAL.


Sincerely,


Brian P. LoCicero


466 Pheasant Hill Dr


North Aurora, IL 60542



mailto:duey23@gmail.com
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From: Reese M.
To: Contact OGE
Subject: Proposed Rule: Legal Expense Fund Regulation (RIN 3209–AA50)
Date: Thursday, June 16, 2022 4:31:45 PM


To Whom it May Concern:


I oppose OGE’s proposed legal expense fund regulation as drafted. OGE should:


remove the exception that makes compliance with the regulation optional;
replace the proposed recusal requirement with a broader 5-year recusal
requirement that prevents donors of cash gifts from influencing decisions,
policies, or regulations affecting them or the industries in which they have
substantial interests;
remove the offensive example involving an accused sexual harasser; and
place nonprofit charities (501(c)(3) organizations) on an equal footing with large
law firms by allowing them to hire legal counsel for whistleblowers


Furthermore, how in the hell is this even up for consideration? Ethics should not be
optional.


Sincerely,
Teresa Marino



mailto:coffytawk@gmail.com
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From: Catherine Burris
To: Contact OGE
Subject: Proposed Rule: Legal Expense Fund Regulation (RIN 3209-AA50)
Date: Thursday, June 16, 2022 4:49:49 PM


I oppose OGE’s proposed legal expense fund regulation as drafted. OGE should: 
- remove the exception that makes compliance with the regulation optional;
 - replace the proposed recusal requirement with a broader 5-year recusal requirement that
prevents donors of cash gifts from influencing decisions, policies, or regulations affecting
them or the industries in which they have substantial interests;  
- remove the offensive example involving an accused sexual harasser; and - place nonprofit
charities (501(c)(3) organizations) on an equal footing with large law firms by allowing them
to hire legal counsel for whistleblowers.



mailto:spatantike@gmail.com
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From: Dylan Bourdages
To: Contact OGE
Subject: Proposed Rule: Legal Expense Fund Regulation (RIN 3209-AA50)
Date: Thursday, June 16, 2022 4:00:36 PM


To whom it may concern:


I oppose OGE’s proposed legal expense fund regulation as drafted. OGE should: 
- remove the exception that makes compliance with the regulation optional; 
- replace the proposed recusal requirement with a broader 5-year recusal requirement that
prevents donors of cash gifts from influencing decisions, policies, or regulations affecting
them or the industries in which they have substantial interests;
- remove the offensive example involving an accused sexual harasser; and - place nonprofit
charities (501(c)(3) organizations) on an equal footing with large law firms by allowing them
to hire legal counsel for whistleblowers.


Signed,


D. Bourdages



mailto:dtbourdages@gmail.com
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From: Carson Taylor
To: Contact OGE
Subject: Proposed Rule: Legal Expense Fund Regulation (RIN 3209-AA50)
Date: Thursday, June 16, 2022 4:31:00 PM


I oppose OGE’s proposed legal expense fund regulation as drafted. OGE should:


- remove the exception that makes compliance with the regulation optional;


- replace the proposed recusal requirement with a broader 5-year recusal requirement that prevents donors of cash
gifts from influencing decisions, policies, or regulations affecting them or the industries in which they have
substantial interests;


- remove the offensive example involving an accused sexual harasser; and


- place nonprofit charities (501(c)(3) organizations) on an equal footing with large law firms by allowing them to
hire legal counsel for whistleblowers.


Thank you.
Carson Taylor


Sent from my iPhone



mailto:carsontaylor76@gmail.com
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From: Rob Chasen
To: Contact OGE
Subject: "Proposed Rule: Legal Expense Fund Regulation (RIN 3209-AA50)"
Date: Thursday, June 16, 2022 4:35:19 PM


I oppose OGE’s proposed legal expense fund regulation as drafted. OGE should:
- remove the exception that makes compliance with the regulation optional;


- replace the proposed recusal requirement with a broader 5-year recusal requirement that prevents donors of cash
gifts from influencing decisions, policies, or regulations affecting them or the industries in which they have
substantial interests


- remove the offensive example involving an accused sexual harasser; and
- place nonprofit charities (501(c)(3) organizations) on an equal footing with large law firms by allowing them to
hire legal counsel for whistleblowers.


Sent from my iPhone



mailto:rchasen@yahoo.com
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From: Julie Regimbal
To: Contact OGE
Subject: Proposed Rule: Legal Expense Fund Regulation (RIN 3209-AA50)
Date: Thursday, June 16, 2022 4:13:47 PM


To the Office of Government Ethics,


I oppose OGE’s proposed legal expense fund regulation as drafted. OGE should instead:


remove the exception that makes compliance with the regulation optional
replace the proposed recusal requirement with a broader 5-year recusal requirement that
prevents donors of cash gifts from influencing decisions, policies, or regulations
affecting them or the industries in which they have substantial interests 
remove the offensive example involving an accused sexual harasser
place nonprofit charities (501(c)(3) organizations) on an equal footing with large law
firms by allowing them to hire legal counsel for whistleblowers


Thank you,
Julie Friedman
American Voter



mailto:jregimbal@hotmail.com
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From: Rhonda Turley
To: Contact OGE
Subject: Proposed Rule: Legal Expense Fund Regulation (RIN 3209-AA50)
Date: Thursday, June 16, 2022 4:13:03 PM
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America deserves a government without Optional Ethics! 

Rhonda Turley







From: Laurel Gillette
To: Contact OGE
Subject: Proposed Rule: Legal Expense Fund Regulation (RIN 3209-AA50)
Date: Thursday, June 16, 2022 4:18:02 PM
Attachments: image.png
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From: Kristina Armendaris
To: Contact OGE
Subject: Proposed Rule: Legal Expense Fund Regulation (RIN 3209-AA50)
Date: Thursday, June 16, 2022 4:04:33 PM


Hello,


This message is to note my opposition to OGE's proposed legal expense fund regulation as
drafted. OGE should:


remove the exception that makes compliance with the regulation optional;
replace the proposed recusal requirement with a broader 5-year recusal requirement that
prevents donors of cash gifts from influencing decisions, policies, or regulations
affecting them or the industries in which they have substantial interests;
remove the offensive example involving an accused sexual harasser;
and place nonprofit charities (501(c)(3) organizations) on an equal footing with large
law firms by allowing them to hire legal counsel for whistleblowers.


Thank you for your consideration.


-Kristina Armendaris
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From: Debbie A. Kern
To: Contact OGE
Subject: Proposed Rule: Legal Expense Fund Regulation (RIN 3209-AA50)
Date: Thursday, June 16, 2022 4:12:29 PM


I oppose OGE’s proposed legal expense fund regulation as drafted. OGE should: - remove the
exception that makes compliance with the regulation optional;
- replace the proposed recusal requirement with a broader 5-year recusal requirement that
prevents donors of cash gifts from influencing decisions, policies, or regulations affecting
them or the industries in which they have substantial interests; 
- remove the offensive example involving an accused sexual harasser; and 
- place nonprofit charities (501(c)(3) organizations) on an equal footing with large law firms
by allowing them to hire legal counsel for whistleblowers.


Signed,


Debbie Anderson Kern
Elizabeth, CO
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